





Pictured on the cover is the Boodey Farm, circa
1890, which received two honors this year as a bi-
centennial farm.
It is among fifty-four in the State of New Hamp-
shire recognized by the N, H. American Bicentennial
Agriculture Committee as having been continuously
and productively operated by the same family since
(or before) 1776. It is also among only fourteen
in the State recognized by the New England Green
Pastures Committee as having been operated, under
the same conditions, as a dairy farm.
The Town of Harrington, in Revolutionary times,
could claim six of these fifty-four bicentennial






Arthur McDaniel Farm 1772
and, in addition, the Boodey Farm is the only bi-
centennial farm recognized in all of Strafford
County as having been operated over two hundred
years by the same family strictly as a dairy farm.
Ralph Boodey, seventh owner in a direct line
from the farm's original owner, Azariah Boodey,
(whose son, Capt. John, bore arms in the Revolu-
tionary War), ably and aptly is serving his town
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Barrington in the County
of Strafford in said State, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the auditorivim, Barrington
Community Building in said Barrington on Tuesday, the 8th day
of March next at 10 of the clock in the forenoon, to act on the
following subjects.
Polls open at 10:00 am.
Polls close at 6:00 pm.
Articles of Business at 7:30 pm.
ARTICLE 1 To choose, by ballot and major vote, one Selectman,
one Trustee of Trust Funds and one Auditor for three years.
ARTICLE 2 To see if the Town will vote to adopt the amendmen-t
to the existing zoning ordinance as proposed by the planning
board
.
ARTICLE 3 To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
appoint all other necessary Town Officers.
ARTICLE 4 To see if the Town will accept the reports of its
Officers and Agents.
ARTICLE 5 To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
make use of the services of the Strafford County Dispatch Center,
and approve expenditure of the sum of $3,310.00 in support of
the Town's action.
ARTICLE 6 To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of S^t, 468.50 in support of the Rural District Health Council,
ARTICLE 7 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to cooperate with the Town of Durham in its Regional Incineration
Feasibility Study and to raise and appropriate up to $3,500.00
to cover its share of the cost of the study.
ARTICLE 8 As full time residents and tax-payers of Barrington,
we, the undersigned, are entitled to fire protection, utility
services, and ambulance services. These rights are jeopardized
when Qur road is impassable for large vehicles (such as fire
trucks, oil trucks, light or telephone trucks) due to snow banks.
In addition to being a mail and school bus route, the through
traffic on this road has tripled in the last two years.
Therefore, we do herewith petition the town of Barrington,
to carry out whatever work is needed to widen the full, two-
mile, length of Wood Road, from MacDaniel Shore Drive to the
Tom Korst residence (formerly the Al Wood home); this work to
be done during 1977. (by petition)
ARTICLE 9 To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum
of $140,800.00 to carry out the work authorized in Article 8.
AKTICLE 10 To see if the Tovm will raise and appropriate the ^
sum of Sl7t602.90 to be used to improve all or portions of various
To\^m roads (re: RSA 2^1:14).
AETICLE 11 To see if the Town will raise and appropriate $5,500,00
for surfacing the following roads in Colder Crest Estates: Oakhill
Ln., Maplexifood Dr., Mountview Rd., Grvimmet Hill Rd.
ARTICLE 12 To see if the Town wil] raise and appropriate the
svm of SI, 007. 6^ for Town Road Aid, State share to be $6,717.60.
ARTICLE 15 To see if the Town v/ill vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $30 to the Leikes Region Association for the pvirpose
of publicizing and promoting the natural advantages, as well as
the preservation of the natural resources of the town, in cooper-
ation v/ith other towns in the Lakes Region,
ARTICLE 1^ To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
v/ithdraw from the Revenue Sharing accoimt the sum of $20,000,00
for the construction of a utility building on tovm'property
adjacent to the present dumping facility,
ARTICLE 15 To see if the tovm will authorize the Selectmen to
spend up to S42, 000,00 for the purchase of a Fire Truck, directing
the Selectmen to draw $16,000.00 from trust and $7,000,00 from
Revenue Sharing for a do\ra payment, financing the balaince over
4 years,
ARTICLE 16 To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
spend up to $20,000,00 for the purchase of a police cruiser,
directing the Selectmen to withdraw $2,800,00 from trust and
$2,200.00 from the Revenue Sharing Account,
ARTICLE 17 To see if the To\-m will authorize the Selectmen to
spend up to $20,000,00 for the purchase of a ^6 yd, dtamp truck,
plov;, wing and sander, directing the Selectmen to draw $2,800,00
from Revenue Sharing for a dovm payment, financing the balance
over k years,
ARTICLE 18 To see if the To\m will authorize the Selectmen to
spend up to $8,000,00 to acquire from Government Surplus a Road
Grader and equip it with a plow and wing, directing the Selectmen
to draw the monies from Revenue Sharing,
ARTICLE 19 To see if the Town vd.ll authorize the Selectmen to
borrow up to $500,000,00 in anticipation of taxes,
ARTICLE 20 To see if the Town will accept all other items in
the budget not covered by articles in the vra.rrant,
ARTICLE 21 To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
sell to Roland Gregoire the property acquired by Tax Collectors
Deed which l,^ra.s formerly owned by Roland Gregoire for the sum of
$1,012,12.
ARTICLE 22 To see if the Town will vote to give final acceptance
to a road knovm to some as Meadowbrook Road,
ARTICLE 25 To see if the Town will vote to accept Fogarty Rd,
ajfter hearing the reports of the Selectmen and their agents.
ARTICLE 2k To see if the Town will classify the Old Canaan Rd.
as a Scenic Rd. under RSA 253:17 giving the Conservation Commission
responsibility for reviewing proposals under these provisions,
ARTICLE 25 To see if the Town will modify its existing Dog Or-
dinance by changing the penalty to "First offense S50, Second
offense 8100 and destroying the Dog."
ARTICLE 26 To see if the Town will modify its existing Road
Ordinance by changing section 2.1 to increase the minimuB size
of culverts from 12 inches to 15 inches.
ARTICLE 27 To see if the Town will vote to reclassify that
portion of the Cooper Rd. from the Mielke residence to the
Nottingham Town line from Class V to Class VI.
ARTICLE 28 To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
sell at public auction those items designated as surplus by the
Fire Chief and Police Chief.
ARTICLE 29 To see if the Town wishes to continue the services
of an Advisory Budget Committee and elect two members for a 3
year term.
ARTICLE 30 To transact any other business that may legally come
before said meeting of the Honorable Town Government.
Given under our hands and seal, this l6th day of February,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and seventy-seven.














Master Plan 197^ Approp.






Normal Yield Taxes Assessed $1,000.00 S5, 802.15 $ 3,000.00
Rent of To™ Property ^13.25 200.00
Sale of Tovm Property 2,125,00
Town Office Maps 281.00 100.00
Police Ins. Reports 210.00 100.00
Deposit on Keys ^65.00 100.00
Copyinn; Machine ^ee 5^.75 25.00
Bond R- Note Issues 5^,200.00
Reimbursement Ambulance Charge 2,000,00
FPOM FEDERAL SOURCES
Revenue Sharin"- ^0,000.00
C.E.T.A. R. S.P.E.D.Y. 15,000.00
TOTAL RE^rENTIES ^102,3^3.21 Sl'73,374.95 S252,151.00
1975 Comparative Statement - Corrections
At the 1976 Tovm Meetin^:, Irene Calef made a motion that the 1975
Comparative Statement be revised.
After ^evievrin,": the 1975 Comparative Statement with Frederick
^, LaPlante, Director of Municipa.l Services, N.H. Dept. of Revenue
Administration, the Selectmen made several chajiges.
Orip-inal
Approp. Refunds 8^ Total Oire^drafts
Acccint 1975 Reimbu'^sements Amount -^
Avail
,
"Poim Officers* Salaries 5,500.00 100.00 5,600.0O 153.32
Police Dept. 9,060.00 2,331.00 11,391.00 I5I.67
Summer 8. V/inter Maint. 39,000.00 1,978.60 ^0,978,60 2,^26,26
Interest Short term note 1,200,00 2,^59,2^+ 3,559.24
Revisions
Tovm Officers* Salaries 5,500,00 5,500.00 253.32
Police Dept. 9,060.0O 2,080.00 11,1^0,00 402,67
Summer & Winter Maint, 39,000,00 1,968,60 40,968.60 2,^36,26





APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES AND ENCUMBRANCES
ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1976
TOTAL AMOUNT
12
1976 SUMMARY INVENTOPY, STATEMENT
OV APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES
ASSESSED AND TAX PATE
Total Tovm Appropriations $22^,0^9.22




Plus War Service Tax Credits 18,550.00
$1,05i(-,798.92
Less Revised Estimate of Revenue and Credits
Tovm 131,918.83
School M, 036. 18
Bus. Profits Tax Reimbursement 5,^0^.6^
$ 178,559.65
Ar.ount to be Raised by Property
Taxes:
^ 876.439.27 = S3. 37
$26,007,100.00





Nujnber of Inventories Distributed 2261
Number of Veteran Exemptions Allowed 296
FINANCIAL REPORT - TOWN OF BARRINGTON
for the
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1976
13







Recreation Area Development 6,996.09
Police Department Vehicle 2,8^3.78
Accounts Due to the Town
Joint Highway Construc'n Acc.,-





Levy of 1975 16,268.03
Levy of 1974 7, 916.71
Previous Years 3i422.15
Uncollected Taxes
Levy of 1976 Includ. Res. Taxes 213,133.87
Levy of 1975 3,7^1.39
TOTAL ASSETS
GRAND TOTAL
Current Surplus, December 31, 1975
Current Surplus, December 31, 1976












Accounts Owed by the Town:
Bills outstanding
James K. Home 64l .61
Barrett & McNeill 25.59
Star Market 30.00
W. Richard Burrows 350.00
Wayne Turcotte 133-73
14
Anderson Const. Co. 175.59
Triangle Atlantic Con. 1,053.25
J.H. Butler Co. 698.^7
Unexpended Balance of Special Approp.
Master Plan
Unexpended Revenue Sharing Funds
Unexpended State Highway Funds
Yield Tax Deposits
School Districts Tax Payable
TOTAL ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN




















From Local Taxes: (Collected and remitted to Treasurer)
Property Taxes - Current Year ^ 1976 8640.079. 75
Resident Taxes - Current Year - 1976 15,100.00
National Bank Stock Taxes-Current Yr.-76 3,290.19
Yield Taxes - Current Year -> 1976 3,919.36
Total Current Year's Taxes Collected and Remitted 662,389.30
Property Taxes and Yield Taxes - Previous Years 193,249,22
Resident Taxes - Previous Years 5,720.00
Interest Received on Delinquent Taxes 6,085.26
Penalties: Resident Taxes 603.OO
Tax SAles redeemed 38,315.71
From State
Highway Subsidy (RSA 24l:l4) 18,843.21
Interest and dividends tax 6,547.24
Railroad Tax 66. 8I
Fighting forest fires 153.96
Meals and Rooms Tax 22,043.75
Reimbursements a-c Business Profits Tax 5,404,64
From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
Dog licenses 1, 118.75
Business licenses, permits and filing fees 5,595.65
Fines and forfeits. Deposits on keys 465.00
Rent of town property 413.25
Interest received on deposits 6,350.31
Income from departments. Sale of Maps 281.OO
15
Income from Insurance Reports 210,00
Copyine; Machine Fees 38.25
Motor vehicle permits 67,878.01
TOTAL CURRENT REVENUE RECEIPTS $1 ,0if1 ,772.32
Receipts Other than Current Revenue:
Proceeds of Tax Anticipation notes 20O 000.00
Reimbursement Ins. 627*00
New trust funds received during year 1,000,00
Sale of town property 2,125,12
Yield tax security deposits 96.00
Revenue Sharing 21,123,00
Emergency Employment Act ^1,902.16
All Other Receipts
Tovm Office expense 3.51
Tovm Hall insiirance dam.ages 68I.OO
Barrington School District 500.00













Article 11 Sale of fill 598.^+0
Article 11 Sale of fill IIS, 20
Article 11 Sale of fill 115.20
Article 11 Sale of fill 243.20
Forest Fire reim. 56.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS OTHER THAN CURRENT REl^ENUE 272,906,11
Less Outstanding Rubber Checks 4,068,46
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES $1,314,678,43




Town officers' salaries 13,300.43
Town officers' expenses 13,557.90
Election ajid registration expenses 2,945.49
Expenses tovm hall & other to\'m
buildings 14, 817.13
Reappraisal of property 2,645.00
16
Protection of Persons and Property
Police department
Fire department, inclnd. forest fires
PlanninF^ and Zoninjr





Health departm.ent, includ* hospitals
P^ ambulance hire
Vital Statistics
Tovm dtimps and j-arbage removal
Hiorhv.'ays and Bridges
Tovm -^oad aid











T'aTres bought by tovm
Discoimts, Abatem.ents and refunds
Employees* retirement and social
security
Pa^tnents to trustees of trust funds
All other current main, expenses
C.K.T.A.


























Paid on tax anticipation notes






Payments on Tax Anticipation notes 200,000.00
Payments on lonr term notes 15,000.00
TOTAL PPINCIPAL PAYMENTS 215,000.00
Capital Outlay
Article lo" Upgrade Dirt rd, I6, 439.61
Article 11 Upgrade tar rd. 8,235.33
Nev Equipment 4,123.44
Master Plan 188.25
Payments to capital reserve funds 7,000.00
Tax maps ^,009.80
TOTAI. OUTLAY PAYMENTS 38,996.43
17
Payments to Other Government Divisions:
Payments to State a-c 2% Bond & Debt
Retirement taxes 890,29
Taxes paid to County 82,949,09
Payments to School Districts 618,712,84
TOTAL PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMHTTAL DIVISIONS
TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES






TOV/N OF HARRINGTON , NEV/ HAMPSHIRE




SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1976
DESCRIPTION
Tovm Hall, Lands and Buildings $119,800.00
Furniture and Equipment 11,000.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment 2,100,00
Police Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment 6,050.00
Parking meters
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment 30,000.00
Highv;ay Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment 2^,000.00
Materials and Supplies 1,100,00
Schools, Lands and Buildings 985,000.00
Equipment 66,000.00
All Lands and Bii.ildings acquired through Ta:^
Collector's deeds
Land ?- Building on Young Rd. 9,800.00
Land 8,- Building on Rte. 125 ^,550.00
Long Shores, lot D66 I5O.OO
Long Shores, lot 1^2 7,200.00
Long Shores, lot S21 500.00 22,200.00
All Other Property and Equipment




Mathes (2 lots) 3,200.00
Stackpole lot 450.00
Trickey lot 3,500.00
Long Shores, B19,B20,B21 1,550,00
Long Shores land between
C64 & Cif7 7,250.00
Long Shores, lot SI
2
5OO.OO
Holiday Shores (7 lots) 8,650.00
Tovm Dump 5,950.00





Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1976
DEBITS:
Motor vehicle permits issued
1975 motor vehicle permits



















Max« 9 Emergency trip to Concord for motor
vehicle registration blaink application
forms 60 miles @ I50 $ 9,00
Mar. 11 Same as Above 9.00
Apr. 6 Staggered motor vehicle registration
school - Portsmouth ^ miles @ I50 6,00
Apr. 20 Staggered motor vehicle registration
school - Concord 60 miles @ 15^ 9.00
Jul. 22 Seacoast Regional Tovm Clerk's Meeting 6,85
at Exeter Supper. Exeter 50 miles @ I50 7.50
Aug, 19 Annual Tovm Clerk's Convention at Bretton 85.60




Motor vehicle permits 4,29^ ® $1.00 S ^,29^.00
SaXary for 1976 225,00
Dog licenses 4l4 @ 20* 82.80
Recording and indexing original records
of marriage 29 @ 500 1^.50
Recording £ind indexing official copies
of marriage 7 ® 500 3.50
Additional copies of marriage records 12 @ 250 5.00
Recording and indexing original records
of death 3 @ 50* 1.50
Recording and indexing official copies
of death 28 @ 500 14.00
Additional copies of death records 1 @ 250 .25
Recording and indexing official copies
of birth 53 @ 500 26.50
Copies to Veterans Administration 3 @ 500 1.50
4,666.55










PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1976
DEBITS
Taxes Committed to Collector ;
Property Taxes $846,017.21
Resident Taxes 19,880.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 3,494.31
Total Warrants S869, 391 .72
Yield Taxes 3,6l9.l4
Bond for 1977 250.00
Added Taxes :
Property Taxes $ 4,033.74
Resident Taxes 640.00
4,673.74
Interest Collected on Delinquent Property Taxes 89.92
Penalties Collected on Resident Taxes 38.00
TOTAL DEBITS S878 , 062 .52
CREDITS
Remittances to Treasurer ;
Property Taxes $640, 079 . 75
Resident Taxes 15,100.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 3,494.51
Yield Taxes 3,8l5.04
Interest Collected 89*92
Penalties on Resident Taxes.... 38.00














Uncollected Taxes - As of January 1, I976 ;





Property Taxes $ 1,675.56
Resident 900.00
Overpayments ;




Interest Collected on Delinqiient
Property Taxes 5,995.3^
Less! Outstanding; Rubber Checks .. - 187.52




Remittajices to Treasurer During Fiscal
Year Ended December 31, 1975 ;
Property Taxes $191 ,^66.^5
Resident Taxes ^....»... 5,130.00
Yield Taxes 1,782.77
Interest Collected During Yr.. 5,995.3^
Penalties on Resident Taxes... 567. 00
...*.$205,5'+1.56
Less Outstanding Rubber Checks.. ,,.,.. ......... -^,068.^6
$201,^73.10
Abatements Made During Year ;
Property Taxes $ 2,391.55
Resident Taxes 1,920.00
^,311.55





SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1976
DEBITS






Taxes of January 1, 1976
overpaid
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year '+1,19'+. 60


















Redemptions $2'+, 361 .37 S9, 7'+6.37
Interest & Costs After Sale 731.99 1,109.81
Abatements During Year 361.3^+ 1,322.99
Deeded to Town During Year 233.8'+ 30'+. 70
Unredeemed Taxes
—








$'+1,956.57 $20, '+00.58 $ '+,172.06 $2, 62'+. 19
SUMMARY OF TREASURER'S ACCOUNT
Balance December 31, 1975
Receipts during year
Interest




























DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS & ENCUMBRANCES
TOWN OFFICER'S SALARIES
W. R. Burrows, Selectman $ 775-00
G, Musler, Selectman 700.00
R. Seaver, Selectman 750,00
Judith Lee, Tax Collector (Salary, Fees & Exp.) 5719.15
Muriel T. Leoca, Tovm Clerk 4831.50
Katherine Swain, Treaisurer 600.00
C. Garnett, Auditor 100.00
L. Sanders, Auditor 100,00







N.H, Assoc, of Assessing
N,H, City & Town Clerk's Assoc,
N,H, Local Welfare
Treasurer, State of N,H,
N,H.M,A.
Sally J. Thorn, Expenses









Manley Offset Co, (Maps)





















































TOWN OFFICER'S EXPIHSES. CONT.
Whiting Stationary $ '«-5«76
Carol Bergstrom, Recorder 150,00
Goodwin's 149.48
H.A. Holt 8f Sons (Flag) 16.22
Laura D. Carey 102.50
Calef's 28.36
St. Johnsbxiry Trucking 9.70
Cooper, Hall & Walker, Attorneys 90.00
Mammouth Mart (supplies) 33.98
Rose Fogg 13.75
«15,557.90
ELECTICai & REGISTRATION EXPOSE
Fifield Printing, Expense 346*20
Whiting Stationciry, Expense 2.70
Douglas Mfg. Corp. (voting booths) 407.08








E. Richard Rowell 227.00




























































TOWN HALL & OTHER EXPMSES
Elliott Stevens 3,738.87
E. Richard Rowell 1,080,00
Robert Brown (Self Defense Instructor) 627.00
Ehid Whittacker (Exercise Instructor) ^22.00
Erwin Chase 13.00
Marcotte Lock Service 179.00
Lamont Labs Inc. 129,21
Freeman's Paint & Wallpaper 6l,88
Portland Glass 212.62
Hollis Lumber Co. 10^.^2
Harold Brown 20,00
Johnson Faxm Supply 128.56
Ralph Collins Electrical 46,25
J.J. Curtain Shop (shower linen) 5.26
Great Bay Lighting 396.61





Robbins Auto Parts 11.20
Raymond Cooper 27.90
27
TOWN HALL & OTHER TOWN EXPH^SES, (X>N«T
Stephen Pike $ 29»88
Calef's 3^»7'^
Public Service Company 1,726,^1
Honejnrfell Protection Service 1,221,91
Lamper & Son Hsirdware 184.99
Goiaet Supply 7.08
James K. Home 4,570,46














S, Lavfrence Dingman-Hydrogelogic Investment S 605»16
Barrett & McNeill 805.41
Rochester Courier 11 #6^
1976 Expenses
Dawn Hatch -Reim. (Postage) 'f90,09
Rochester Courier 159»^9
William Wallace-Reim. (Copying fees) 6.AO
Hairold Brown (installation of Metal Bar) 12,00
Donald H. Smith .51 .25
Barrett & McNeill 1,5^9-37
Chronicle Print Shop 38.22
Foster's Daily Democrat 972.00
Whiting Stationary 104.00
Earl Colby (building inspector) IjlO'f.SB
Offset Printing Co. 429.50
Hoitt & Wentworth 4,07
Charline Kirk 25.50-






Chronicle Print (dog applications) $ 58.31
S.P.C.A. 135.00
Dover Veterinary Hospital 6^,00
Dr. Clyde Douglas 120.00
Tomahawk Live Traps 85.3O
Johnson Farm Supply .60
Paul Lewis 10.00




HEALTH DEPT. INCLUDING HOSPITAL & AMBULANCE
Rural District Health Council 3,32^.20
Durham Ambulance Service 1,700.00
Salvatore Farina - Health Officer 100.00
































Chronicle Print Shop (Diunp permits)
Johnson Farm Supply
Freemein's Paint & Hardware Co.
Agviay Inc.





















W.R, Daley & Co.
lafolla Industries Inc.
William J, Vickers & Son
J.E. Mariotti Machine
Calef's Inc.
















































TOWN MAINTEWANCE - SUMMER CON'T.
Alva Cogwell $ 3^.10
WaLrren Brothers 529»38
Douglas Hatch 13.50
Triangle Atlantic Construction Co. 1,020.00
Penn Cvilvert Co, 783.69
Sidal Aluminum Corp. 501 .?8
N.H. Good Roads Association 7.50
TOWN MAINTENANCE - WINTER
1975 Liability
$28,269.81
John lafolla & Sons
33
ARTICLE 9-RSA 2^1-1^
Frederick E. Drew Assoc.
Ramsey Association Inc.
Lenzi Tree & Brush
Philip J. Guptill
Penn Culvert Co.









PRINCIPAL & LONG TERM NOTES
INTEREST-LONG TERM NOTES
INTEREST ON SHORT TERM LOANS
LAND-BUILDINGS-NEW EQUIPMHJT
Town Hall
Boston Ladder & Equipment
Hollis Lumber Co.
Modern Paint Co.
Edward Quimby Co. (typewriter)
Edward Quimby Co. (chairs & tables)
Hoitt & Wentworth (cork boards)
William Dean (floor machine)


































































































STATE & COUNTY PAYMENTS
Strafford County Taxes















PAYMENTS ON TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES
PRINCIPA L
PAYMENTS TO TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
(NEW TRUST FUNDS)
DISCOUNTS, ABATEMENTS AND REFUNDS

















Edna F. Locke Cemetery Fund
Balance January 1, 1976 $ 2,^70,72
Interest to December 31, 1976 l'fO.23
Care of plot -33.79
Balance December 31, 1976 2,675-16
Mildred Mansfield Cemetery Fund
Balance January 1, 1976 211.39
Interest to December 31, 1976 11.^6
Care of plot -9.37
Balance December 31, 1976 213.28
Estes-Langley Cemetery Fund
Balance January 1, 1976 -0-
New fund established April 30, 1976 1,000.00
Interest to December 31, 1976 35-96
Care of plot -20.00
Balance December 31, 1976 1,015.96
250th Anniversary of Barrington, N.H.
Balance January 1, 1976 6,608.7^
Sale of 250th anniversary items '+2.00
Interest to December 31, 1976 3^5.35
Balance December 31, 1976 6,996.09
Fire Truck Reserve
Certificate of Deposit, due February '78 3,^28.64
Interest to December 31, 1976 252.13
Certificate of deposit, due Dec. 1978 3,2^+4.46
Interest to December 31, 1976 256.32
Certificate of Deposit, due Dec. 1979 5,000.00
Interest to December 31, 1976 395.01
Total in Truck Reserve 12,576.56
Police Department Vehicle
Balance January 1, 1976 8OO.OO
Interest to December 31, 1976 ^3.73
Total in Police Department Vehicle 84-3.73
Police Department Radio
Balance January 1, 1976 400.00
Interest to December 31, 1976 21.85
Total in Police Department Radio Fund 421.85
Respectfully Submitted,




REPORT OF THE AUDITORS
We hereby certify that we have examined the forgoing accounts





Since 1719 when it was enacts
town lines and renew the mark
and later every seven years,
ton has made an effort to mee
Pictured is Steve Lenzi, Road
the Committee to Perambulate,
the Barrington-Madbury town 1
d to perambulate the
s every three years,




ine marker on the
Ham Road Extension.
Photo by Mary C. Emhardt
George McDaniel, descendant of the earliest set-
tlers of the Two-Mile Steeak, standing by the
Barrington-Nottingham bound near his home on the
Concord Turnpike, He has served his town in many
official capacities, and the year 1976 marks the
50th anniversary of his chairmanship of the Board
of Selectmen.
Photo by Mary C, Emhardt
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Town Truck (gas & main.)























Materials (plastic & cutting edges)
TOTAL














































^^ SWAIN'S LAKE DAM REPORT
From Lawrence L, Ketchen
Ref^istered Professional Engineer
To the Board of Selectmen
Board of Selectmen
Barrington, N.H. O3825
re J Swain's Lake Dam
Gentlemen:-
During the past six months I have followed the repair
work being carried out on the Swains Laice Dam as aji item of
professional interest and after your request that I attend
the meeting with the representative of the N.H, Water Re-
sources Board on October 13, 1976, I have continued to follow
the work in greater detail.
Prior to the October meeting, I had examined the dovm-
stream face of the dam for evidence of leakage through the
earth core of the dam, I found no evidence of "Piping" or
percolation through or under the dam.
During the examination period, the lake surface was held
at a level about five feet above the base of the sluice gate
floor by means of a gravel and sand bag cofferdam, A cor-
rugated metal pipe was built into the cofferdam to permit
flooding the sluice gate forebay. At the October meeting,
I requested that the sluice gate be closed and the forebay
flooded to the existing lake level. Examination of the do\m-
stream face of the granite block sluice gate structure re-
vealed two minor leaks on the right hand side and one on the
left side. The representative of the N,H,V/,R,B, and I con-
curred in the finding that these leaks represented percolation
in the sluice gate section and not in the dam. Subsequent
grouting of the joints between the massive granite blocks
forming the overflow ajid gate structure sealed the leaks and
confirmed our earlier conclusions,
I presented the opinion that the forebay floor should
be concreted to provide a water cut off at that level and
reduce the possibility of hydrestatic uplift on the striicture.
This proposal was accepted and has now been completed.
The owner of the dam has cut off the trees growing on
the dam and has roughed out an access road adjacent to the
left (west) embankment.
It is my finding that the dam, sluiceway and gate struc-
ture are structurally soimd emd pose no danger to downstream
property of persons.
Two items involving the operation of the dam have been
brought to my attention as followsj
4i
1, The use of flashboards to raise the surface of the
lake to more convenient or useable 3 evels.
2, Provide an overflov; section to relieve or eliminate
the possibility of storm flows overtopping the dam structure.
Flashboards are a common method of providing control of
levels, A flashboard support structure and properly designed
collapsible flashboards will provide the control required and
eliminate the possibility of overtopping.
In reviewing the need for an overflow section, I have
developed the total drainage area for Swains Lake using U,S,C,
8: G.S, plans. The area is four and one half square miles,
a very small drainage area. There are no streams of size
flowing into the lake and it follows that no flow data are
available. Peak flood conditions must therefore be developed
from precipation data and consideration of the physical char-
acteristics of the drainage basin. The slopes of the bapin
sides are gentle and predominately covered with heavy vegetsil
growth providing high surface detention, infiltration and
storage capacity of storm rainfall. The northwesterly end
of the basin is marked by a series of small beaver ponds and
swamp areas providing additional storage amd detention cap-
acity to storm flows.
It is my opinion that the application of any of the
standard runoff formulas to this particular drainage basin
will result in solutions that will be unreasonably conser-
vative and i>fasteful. It is my further opinion that an over-
flow spillway section in addition to the existing sluiceway
is not required.
If the dam. is offered to the Town of Barrington, the
acceptance should be contingent upon satisfactory completion
of the following items:
1, Construction of a useable road to provide access to
the left embankment,
2, Esta-blishjnent of appropriate land boundaries for the
entire dam structure,
3, Establishment of clear title to the lamd and ;\raiter
rights by the present owner,
k. Design and construction of an N,H,W,R,B, approved
flashboard structure if the operating level of the lake is




REPORT OF THE RURAL DISTRICT HEALTH COUNCIL
The past yeair h&s seen am increase in servicee by the RQSC.
)
As the federal goveitiment continues to shorten the length of time !
allowed the patient to stay in the hospital there is an jjicreased
j
need for healvh care in the home. The RMC continues to qualify
|
as a certified home hesilth agency, implementing procediires to t
continue to provide quality care»
,
This is the third yeatr the agency hs-s supported the Referral ;
Coordinator at Frisbie Memorial Hospital, Mrs, Marie Dexter, RN
J
is seeing sua. increased need and receiving mora referrals from
doctors, nurses and families for home health care after hospital
stay.
The Council continues to provide home health aide service
through the contract of the Strafford County Home Health Aide
Association* And also with the resignation of Joan Henez., to
frirther her education, the Council hired two part time home
health aides in order to cover the area more economically, Gail
LaRosa who covers the areas of Farmington, Milton, Middleton, and
New Durham, while Roberta LaFrenier covers the Northwood, Nottingham,
Deerfield, Harrington and Strafford areas* This enables the
Council to better utilize the professional staff while continuing
to provide quality cau:e.
The agency's priority is skilled nursing service, but the
agency staff conduct adult screening clinics monthly in Northwood,
Farmington and this past year started a program at the Hilton Hesilth
Center with a case load of 221* With 3S cases referred for further
treatment* This has proven to be a needed services
The staiff also participates in the after care program in
cooperation with the Strafford Guidance Center and Ssacoast
Counseling Center* Twice a month the Strafford Guidance holds
group counseling at the office, and because transportation is
such a problem this has been e great help to the patients*
This yesir with the nationwide immunization program for the
Swine Flu the council organised two clinics regionally to cover
it's member towns* This involved many hours of planning and
organizing for the clinic manager, but both clinics were a great
success, with 1,139 immunized at the Farmington clinic and 663
at the Northwood clinic*
The Maternal Child Health Progreim is a vex>y active one
providing physical examinations, immiinizations and dental care
for children 0-6 yre enrolled in the Well Child Clinics. The
agency staff also provides home visiting to the patients of the
StraJford County Prenatal and Family Planning, and the Exeter
Area Family Planning program*
The strength of the council lies in the efficiency and dedica-
tion of it's staff* With the resignation of Cynthia B].ood,
tfyrtle Walsh and Lucy Myers within the year the Council hsis been
very fortxmate to add to their staff Harj Timmons, R*N* and
Joann Pearson, R*N*, B*S*N* Members of the professional staff
^3
are Mrs. Ardala Houle, R»N,, SupeiTrisor Direotor, Miss Arlene
Thome, H«N. Assist, supervisor and Maternal Child Health niirse,
Mrs. Marie Dexter, R.N. Referral Coordinator, Mrs. Barbara Drew,
R.N., Mrs. Mary Timmons, R.N., Mrs. Joann Pearson, R.N., B.S.N.
,
Mrs. Kathleen Hanson RFT. The office duties arc handled vd.th ease
by Mrs. Norma Davis and Mrs. Eleanor Eaton.
As a resiilt of the inflationary times and increase in sei*vioes
provided, it has been necessary, therefore, to inoreeise the per
capita request from each town to $1.35 to enable the Council to
continue to provide these greatly needed services.
During the past year the Council heis made k6k home visits
and 291 Well Child visits with a grand total of 755 for the town
of Barrington.
Anyone interested in additional infon'iation is tirged to
contact the RIHC P.O. Box 563, 6 So. Main St«, Farmington, NH
Tel.: 755-2989 between the hours of 8 A.M. and k P.M. Monday
through Friday.
Ardala Houle, R.N., Director
REPORT OF TEE HEALTH OFFICER
I had the usual nuisemce calls which do not really fall
under the jurisdiction of the Health Officer, but I did take
care of them.
I also had the same recurring health problems from the
same places that I have had since I've held this position.
If these people would just repair the problem correctly and
not piecemeal this situation would not exist.
One problem of concern to me is the growth of our town.
With the growth of our town the problems of health increase.
The sewage that is being created with the growth of our town is
just being discharged into the ground and as the amount grows
with the growth of the town it ends up in the water table which
most of us use in our wells for drinking and washing.
I would like to see a moratorium on new building, until





REPORT OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
There were 75 motor vechicle accidents reported to the
Barrington Police Department and investigated by them in 1976,
19 in the month of December alone.
84 cases of Breaking and Entering, resulting in thefts
and/or vandalism were checked out.
61 arrests and/or summons to Dover District Court were
processed. Local officers made 23 court appearances in
connection with these arrests in the last six months.
Local business and house security checks totalled 1,622 for
1976.
Barrington officers respended to 46l miscellaneous
complaints and 59,088 miles were traveled in the 197^+ Plymouth
cruiser.
A total of $200.00 was collected from insurance companies
as "Report Fees" on accidents and breaks and the funds were
turned into the General Fund.
Police service was extended to assist many ambulance
calls and individuals needing emergency transportation to
nearby hospitals.
Both the cooperation of the State Police and the services
of the Strafford County Dispatch Center have been invaluable




REPORT OF DOG OFFICER
I submit herewith my report of the activities of the
Barrington Dog Officer for the year 1976. I received 170
complaints on Dogs. I traveled approximately 5*130 miles.
Dog Bites 5
Killed by cars 7
Dog hit by bus 1
Dogs lost 50
Owners found 5
Stray dogs to S.P.C.A. 11
Taken to veterinarian 3
Dogs after pig 2
^3
Hens killed by dogs 2 (owner F»aid)
Rabbits killed by dogs 2
Geese killed by dogs 8 (owner paid 7-town paid l)
Restraining orders given out 29
Summons given out k
Dogs drowned 3





REPORT OF DISTRICT FIRE CHIEF AND TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
Since its beginning in l893, the State Forestry Depart-
ment has recognized the fact that forest fire prevention and
suppression is a joint state and town or city responsibility.
Local authorities recommend names of persons to the State
Forester, who appoints one person as town or city fire warden
and several other persons as town or city deputy fire wardens
to a three year term.
The local forest fire warden controls the kindling of
all outside fires, when the ground is not covered with snow,
by issuing a written permit for kindling a fire. Permits
are only issued at such times and in such places as the fire
warden deems as safe.
The State Forest Fire Service trains the local forest
fire organization in modern forest fire prevention and suppres-
sion tactics. The State also provides backup personnel and
equipment for suppression and prevention activities.
The combination of State and local forces has resulted
in one of the smallest acreage loss due to forest fires in
the United States for the past 20 years.
1976 Forest Fire Statistics







REPORT OF HARRINGTON FIRE DEPT. - 1976
The Barrington Fire Dept. responded to 7^ calls during
the year as follows: Resuscitator 7, rescue 1, accidents 8,
structural fires 5i tree houses 2, chimney fires 8, gra^s &
woods fires 15 and service calls 3*
We responded to 6 calls to assist neighboring towns
or cities and received assistance on k occassions.
We are encountering problems on the names of the
Town roads. Please try to use the names presently on the
Town map. Police and ambulance service is also involved.
The assignment of names to private roads will also avoid much
confusion.
The Red telephone number 66'+-7700 is an emergency number.
Please do not use this for general imformation.
Care must be used when installing a wood burning stove.
Only masonry or U.L. approved metal chimneys are approved by
codes. Ordinary stove pipe through a window and up the side
of a building is extremely hazardous. The installation of one
or several smoke alarms is highly recommended.
We have at least one home intact in Barrington because
an alarm had been installed.
Your continuing support is much appreciated by the
many members of the Volunteer Dept. who have contributed many
hours of their time to provide you this service.
Respectfully Submitted,
Sumner A« Hayes, Chief
REPORT ON THE TAX MAP
The final maps vn.ll be at the Tovm Office by Town
Meeting day. Some updating of recent transfers will still be
necessary. Also, on some lots, the boundary lines and rightful
ovmers are not knovm. Fred Drew, surveyor and civil engineer,
is doing a lot of research at the Registry of Deeds and the
Registry of Probate, We £ire also searching old To'ati records
and talking to owners of property and others. The map already
has been a help to Lav/yers, Real Estate Agencies, Town Officials






With the support of the Selectmen, the use of the gym is
free for residents of the Town of Harrington. Residents of
Harrington are given priority and any remaining time is used
for rental of the facilities. Rental of the gym is on a time
available basis. The fee per month is S5O.OO with a minimum
fee of S25»00 for one to two hours per week.
I did a census this year on the number of people using the
gym and library, including students of the Harrington school






PUBLIC LIBRARY REPORT OF 1976
Circulation
Adult fiction
I wonder whether the doodlers and the gougers realize how 40







Receipts for the Year 1976
Appropriation from Town of
Ralph Boodey, Chairman of the BARBC and Ruth Barr,
Chairman of the June 12th Bicentennial House Tour,
chatting at the July 3rd Field Day.
Photo by Earl Marsh
Janet Varney, left, member of the Barrington Min-
utemen and Marjorle Timm, judged the winner in
this event, both members of Centennial Grange, as
they paraded with other contestants at the Bicen-
tennial Field Day on July 3rd at Calef's Field.
Photo by Ronald St. Jean
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BARRINGTON, N.H. HISTORICAL SOCIETY
The paper-botJid •Graveyards of Barrington, N.H," was
ready for sale, as planned, at the 1976 town meeting. Hard
cover copies were available later. Over the year, enough
copies have been sold to repay the money advanced by the
Bicentennial Coaugittee, and the books are selling across the
country, due to reviews in Profiles Magazine and Historical
New Hampshire.
The first progrsuns of the year had a Bicentennial flavors
a report of the "March to Quebec", by Mr. and Mrs. Robert Vamey;
"Revolutionary Soldiers of Barrington", by Louise Williauns
and Mary Emhardt, emd a double billing— "General Sullivan
spesLks for himself" suid "Molly Stark Writes in Her Diary",
by Mr. and Mrs, Phillip Wilcox. May saw the ainnual meeting,
and in June, Robert Whitehouse showed pictures of Old Dover.
Dxiring the summer members were busy with Bicentennial events
and there were no meetings until October, when Frank Drew
showed home movies of scenes and activities of the 1938
Barrington Paigeant, The November meeting was moved up to
October 25, when we were the guests of the Newmarket Historical
Society, The December meeting was on Quaker History and Prin-
ciples by a Quaker couple, Ed and Shirley Leslie.
Programs for further scheduled meetings are available
in the Library.
Officers for the year: President - Ralph Boodey
1st V.P. - Geraldine Baxter
2nd V.P. - Allan Rowell
Recording Sec. - Esther Drew
Corresponding Sec, - Mary Emtiardt
Treasurer - R\issell Fogg





BARRINGTON AMERICAN REVOLUTION BICMTHWIAL COMMITTEE
With the excellent cooperation of nearly every civic
group and organization in town, the Barrington American
Revolution Bicentennial Committee was able to provide a con-
tinuous program throughout the year.
Starting with a New Years Eve Dance December 31 and Jan-
uary 1 , sponsored by the Chapel of the Nativity and followed
February 12 by the Bicentennial film "These States" the year
was under way. On February ZZ the Major Waldron Sportmen's
Association held an Ice Fishing Derby for children that was
very successful. At the reg\ilar meetings of the Barrington
Historical Society in February, March and April a series of




Diiring the last two weeks of May the V,F,W, Aux, presented
four American Flags, on May 15 at the jiinction of Routes 9
and 125 for the flag pole at that location, on May 16 to the
Qreen Hill Chapel, on the 21st to the "Busy Bimnies" kR Club,
amd the last was for the Cub Scouts of Nottingham on May 25»
The Canaian Chapel Ass'n. was host to the BicentenniauL Wagon
Train at their noon lunch stop May 18, The V.F.W, and the
V.F.W, Aux» were in charge of the Memorial Day Parade amd
Program on May 31st»
June 12 was the date of a very successful House Tour
which was arranged by the Harrington Women's Club, The
Barrington Snow Goers sponsored a square Dance Jxme 19, which
featured a Colonial Dance demonstrated by members of the sea-
Coast Region Square Dance Association.
Arthur Neal was in charge of a Horse Pulling Contest held
at N Bar H June 26th, This was sponsored by the B,A,R,B,C,
?
cash prizes were awarded by the committee and trophys donated
by local clubs and businesses.
Our Fourth of July weekend started the night of Jvily 2nd
with the mtisical "Flag Waving", This was the combined project
of the Barrington and Strafford Chiirches and was directed by
Mrs, Justine Leighton, July 3rd featured an old fashion field
day at Calef 's Field, Starting at 10:00 with the reading of
a proclamation by Selectman W, Richard Burrows the prograun
featured gaunes eind contests for both young and old, Russell
Fogg was in charge of these activities, Mrs, Louise Williams
arranged a Crafts Fair with meuay airea Craiftsmen demonstrating
their skills, Philip Boodey was responsible for an exhibit
of old tools and farm machinery. Many of these were loaned
by the New Haunpshire Farm Museiun, Inc., and were supplemented by
artifacts from local fairms, Mrs, Norman Arlin and Mrs,
Williaun Etaheirdt arranged a very interesting display of photo-
graphs of places amd events in Bairrington, The night of July
3rd featured a Street Dance at the Barrington School yard.
This W8LS arrauiged by Ronald and Betty Seaver an enjoyed by
an orderly and enthusiastic group,
Sunday, July ^th brought specieQ. Church Services at all
churches, followed by a Community Picnic at the Congregational
Grove, At 2:00 P,M, Church bells joined the nation in a salute
to the country's 200th Birthday, The bell ringing also sig-
naled the staurt of a Historic Bus Tour of Barrington, Starting
at Calef s Field, five biases furnished by Swain's Bus Service
made a three hovir tour of the town, pointing out 1^ historic
and scenic spots. The tour was in the charge of Mr, amd Mrs,
Richard Warren, Co-Chairmen of that Committee, Signs mairking
the points of interest were fumishsd by Clarence Calef,
Following the bus tour a delicious Chicken Barbecue was served
under the direction of E, Richard Rowell, At 8tOO P,M, the
Epsom Bamd presented a 1)^ hour Bemd Concert, following this
a Torch Light Parade marched to Guptill Field where the cele-
bration ended with a gigamtic bonfire staged by the Barrington
Fire Department,
Two well Attended Black Powder Shoots Were conducted by
3'c
the Harrington Anniversary Black Powder Shooters at Ed Beal»8
range* The first was held July 24 and 2^ and the second was
on October 16 and 17? Centennial Gramge held their Grange Fair
with a Bicentennial theme on Augiist l4th*
Canaan Chapel held their annual chxireh service combined
with a Bicentennial program jn September 19th, Rev, Ifershall
Stevenson's topis was "Memories of Our Heritage" followed by
comments on ''Religions in the Days of the Colonics" • The
program ended with an old fashion hymn sing*
The program committee chaired by Robart Drev? was respon-
sible for coordinating the entire program for ths y»ar«
Raymond Spinney and the Ways and Means Committse conducted
several projects to supplement our appropriation* Generous
donations from the Barrington MJ-nutemen were also much app-
reciated*
In order for Barrington to take part in the N*H* Cele-
bration of the Battle of Bennington next Augxist the B«A*R*B*C*
will remain on an active basis \mtil September, 1977*
Limited space makes it impossible to name all the indiv-
iduals who helped make our Bicentennial a success but on be-
half of myself and the committee I wish to express our heart-
felt thanks to all who took part*
Respectftilly submitted,,
Ralph J* Boodey, Chairman




We would like to thank everyone who helped to make the day
a success.
Respectfully Yours,
Hanson Keliher #680^* V.F.W.
Dennis A. Tuttle COMD.
Robert V. Drew Q.M,
REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
In 1976 the Planning Board met 25 times, held two public
hearings on proposed changes to the zoning ordinance, approved
23 subdivisions involving 71 lots, conducted a community attitude
survey, took a census of persons and buildings in the town and
developed the basic data for a comprehensive master plan.
Barrington's rapidly accelerating population growth is
the prime causative factor for the increased demand for mu-
nicipal services, increased need for more classrooms, and in-
creased growth in the tax rate. It is axiomatic that the
cost of goverment grows faster than the growth in population.
Each new family requires more in services than it pays in
taxes. Part time municipal jobs become full time municipal
jobs. Volunteer jobs become paid jobs. More classrooms re-
quire more administrators.
Barrington is growing faster than Strafford County or
the State of New Hampshire. Under these circumstances all
previous projections of growth become meaningless.
During the 1950's Barrington's population remained
static ending the decade with IO36 inhabitants. During the
1960*s there was a period of general growth in the state.
However, while the rate of growth for the state from 196O-
1970 was 21.55^ and Strafford County 17.8^, Barrington's pop-
ulation grew from IO36 to 1865 an increase of 80%.
Based on the U.S. census figures of 1970 the State Board
of Comprehensive planning projected growth for Barrington as;
1975 - 3022 1990 - 3770
1980 - 3250 1995 - 3870
1985 - 3620 2000 - 4070
Barrington's share of the room and meals tax and federal
revenue sharing was based on the 1975 3022 projection. A
special form was developed (which has been adopted by several
other towns) and a group of volunteers took a census of the
town in June. They found that the population was 33^+5 » an in-
crease of 79. '^^ in only six years, surpassing the state's
projection for I98O. At the same time the state as whole
had grown at a rate of 11.5?^. If Barrington continues to
grow at this rate it will have a population of almost 6OOO
in 1982.
The census also revealed that on an average there were
1.18 children per house and ,75 children per mobile home.
This means that each 22 new houses or 33 new mobile homes
will require one new classroom.
5^
More than 805^ of Barrington's growth is caused by immi-
gration of persons moving here to get out of the cities, to
enjoy its rural living, and its relatively favorable tax rate,
The questionnaire distributed at the town meeting showed that
a majority of those answering it want Harrington to retain
that rural atmosphere, are fearful of too rapid growth, would
like to see more light industry in town and are generally sat-




REPORT OF THE ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Zoning Board of Adjustment met nine times this past
year to consider eighteen cases. Of those eighteen cases, .
sixteen were approved. The Board Members for the year were
Lawrence Robie, Robert Shepherd, Edward Young, Faith Wallace,
and Gerard Cossette. The Alternates were Ralph Boodey, Louise




REPORT OF THE BUILDING INSPECTOR FOR 1976
Construction for 1976 proceded at a rapid rate, houses
were up 505^ from 1975, mobile homes were up 30% from 1975.
Wages received
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July 7, 1976 the Neighborgood Youth Program started
with ten youths: Anthony Nasuti, Barbara Nasuti, Michael
Roberts, Sherry Horning, David Horning, Daniel Nasuti,
Gladys Young, Robert Nasuti, Debra Hartford and Jessie Carle.
The youths all completed their 23^ hours in the program.
We thank the Barrington Branch of the Dover Federal
and Savings Bank for the donation of a first aid kit.
The Spedy Group cut brush on various roads and at inter-
sections to improve visibility. They enjoyed cutting brush
on the causeway because some of the brush fell into the water
and with it being a hot day there were plenty of volunteers
to go in the water after the brush. On rainy days work benches
and shelving were made and painted at the Town Hall by the
youths.
The youths cut brush, spread and raked loam and covered
the new loam with hay at the Town Ball Park on Smoke Street.
Again this year we met many interesting people while
working on the roads. The Burrows family on Back Canaan
Road treated us to punch and cookies. The Ralph Boody family
took us on a tour of their farm and Mr. Boody explained to
us the various operations of the farm.
On the 18th of August the youths were treated to an ice
cream party at the Krazy Kone.
Because of the large number of youths in the program
Anthony Nasuti served as my assistant and Michael Roberts
served as an assistant in training and they performed very
well.
Mr. Poison Ivy appeared on the scene again this year
but we soon defeated him.
Many thanks to the people who donated things and ass-




Supervisor of Youth Corps
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REPORT OF THE COORDINATOR FOR EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
In the Spring of 1976, I was appointed Coordinator for
Emergency Medical Services by the Selectmen. My first respon-
sibility vras to obtain ambulance service for the Toivn.
In cooperation with the Durham Ambulance Corps, Benoit
Medical Service in Rochester, the Dover Police smd Strafford
County Dispatch Center, a plan was devised which guarantees
ambxilaiice coverage for the Town*
If you require an ambulsince, you should call the Strafford
County Dispatch Center, 7^2-^968, They will send an ambulance
from either Durham Ambulance or Benoit 's, depending where the
emergency is. The Dover Police will also provide back-up service.
In 1976, Benoit responded to 22 calls and Durham responded to 3^
calls.
We also arranged to have the Strafford Dispatch number printed
in the telephone book under Town of Barrington in the ,yellow pages
and we had telephone stickers printed, which are still available.
Respectfully submitted,
Joel Sherburne
Coordinator of Medical Services
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TOWN MEETING - MARCH 2, I976
At a legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Town of
Barrington in the County of Strafford in said State, the
following action was taken on the Town Warrant on Tuesday,
the second day of March 1976, at the Barrington Commxmity
Building auditorixun.
The meeting was called to order by Moderator E« Richard
Rowell, at 10:00 a.m. The polls for voting on Articles 1, 2,
and 6 were opened at 10:00 a«m, and closed at 6:00 p»m* At
7:50 p.m. the meeting was opened for action on the Articles of
Business.
Number of eligible voters on check list: 1,Mf3
Number of votes cast: 296
ARTICLE 1: The following officers were elected:
VOTES
SELECTMAN for three years: 252 George T. Musler
AUDITOR for three years: 2^3 Clarence G. Gamett
The following write-in candidate was not elected:
SELECTMAN for three years k6 Clarence G. Gamett
ARTICLE 2: The following officers were elected:
TOWN CLERK for three years 290 Muriel T. Leocha
TREASURER for three years 287 Katherine C. Swain
TAX COLLECTOR for three years Not announced
Recount requested for this office by Lynda Sanders, write-in
candidate who received 1^3 votes against incumbent Judith W, Lee
who received I58 votes.
ARTICLE 6: (on ballot) "Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA
72:62 for a property teix exemption on real property equipped
with a solar energy heating or cooling system which exemption
shall be in an amoxmt of $50.00?
NO: 133 YES: 138
ARTICLE 3: A motion was made by Mrs. Flyiin and seconded that the
Selectmen appoint all other necessary town officers.
A motion to amend the article to see if the Town will authorize
the Selectmen to appoint all other necessary town officers with
the exception of the members of the Planning Board, whose members
shall be elected by the Townspeople in accordance with RSA Ct.
36:^ as amended. Motion: Mr. Dean
It was voted by the Town not to accept the amendment.
It was voted by the Town that the Selectmen appoint all other
necessary town officers.
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ARTICLE k: The Moderator, E, Richard Rowell, requested the
report of the Budget Committee prior to accepting a motion,
Mr. G, Pinzari reported that the March 4, 1975 tovm meeting
voted that an informal budget committee be formed and be
required to report at the beginning of the Tovm meeting and
as well, at the beginning of the School District meeting. The
five people involved are Willieim Dean, Frederick Jackson,
George Calef, Alice Gamett and myself. After many hours of
meeting to analyze how each item could be cut if necessary, we
made recommendations to the Selectmen and are now presenting them
to you, the Townspeople who have the authority to tell your
elected public officials how much you are willing to spend and
what you expect to get for your money.
ARTICLE k: A motion was made that in view of the fact that
the article is one where certain amounts are listed, I move
that we consider the budget item by item as listed on Pages
nineteen and twenty. Motion: A.H, Calef
An amendment to the mo-cion was made that the Town consider
the budget item by item on Pages nineteen emd twenty as they
are presented with the exception of Article 13 which refers
to Article 12, 1
1
It was voted by the Town that they consider the budget item by
item as listed on Pages nineteen and twenty as they are presented
with the exception of Article 13 which refers to Aritcle 12,
A motion was made by Mr, Rajnsdell that the meeting be recessed
|
at 11:00p,m, Motion was defeated. i
A motion was made to remain in session after 11:00 p.m. Motion
carried.
Town Officers* SalaLries-Article k
Recommendation of Budget Committee: That all of the individual
salaries be accepted and approved, with the exception of the
Treasurer's proposed salary going from S575.00 to $600,00. The
committee feels that an :;ncrease to $500,00 would be more
appropriate. The $600,00 figure would represent an increase of
SO/o,
It was voted that the Town raise ajid appropriate the sum of
$11 ^75,00 for Town Officers' salaries. Motion Mr, Pinzari,
Town Officers' Expenses
Recommendation of budget committee: That a reduction of
$1,000,00 be made due to the yearly increase in Town Officers'
Expenses over the past two years.
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Mr. George Musler, Selectman, advised that the additional monies
requested are for part of the expenses in anticipation of federal
programs being stopped in the middle of the year, June 30th.
Shoiild the federal funding cease, the money would be used to
cover the expenses for the remainder of the yeeu-.
It was voted that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$12,850.00 for Town Officers* Expenses. Motion: Mr. Dean.
Election suid Registration Expenses
Recommendation of Budget Committee: That they concur with the
$2,000.00 figure. They also recommend that the Moderator be
paid at the rate of $^-.00 per hour and the Check Counters at
S2.5O per hour.
It was voted that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000,00 for Election and Registration Expenses and approved
the recommendation of $4.00 per ho\xr for Moderator and $2.50
for Check Counters. Motion: Mr. Musler,
Town Hall aind Other Town Buildings
Recommendation of Budget Committee: That they concur with the
$11,100.00 figtire.
It was voted that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$11,100.00 for Town Hall and other Town Buildings. Motion:
Mr. Burrows.
Retirement and Social Security
It was voted that the Town raise amd appropriate the sum of
$2,600,00 for Retirement and Social Security. Motion: Mr, Burrows,
Town Tax Map - Reappraisal
It was voted by the Town to raise emd appropriate the sum of
$2,000.00 for Reappraisal,
Police Department
Recommendation of Budget Committee: A total appropriation of
$15,18^,00. In 1975 the Police Department logged approximately
3,059 hours for a total cost of $8,603.59. The cost for I976
we recommend $9,660.00 an increase of seven per cent for nine
hours a day, 365 days a year, or 3,285 hours. We think the figure
of $500.00 for radio repairs is high. A figure of $300.00 could
be used for a radio dispatch center. Of course, there is the
occasion when the police do have to talk long distance and that
couldn't be handled by a radio. The $3,000.00 proposed for gas,
tires, oil, repairs be reduced to $2,500.00 and further recom-
uttnd that the Selectmen press forward with plans to acquire
a gas tsmk sind pump for the convenience of Town maintenance and
emergency vehicles.
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We ftirther recommend the appropriation of the Strafford Dispatch
of $3,022,00 listed under Article 25, and not vinder Police,
be listed uder Capital Outlay — new equipment, and have it
properly listed in the Town records for next year.
It was voted that the Tovm raise and appropriate the sum of
$13,l84«00 for Police Department. Motion: Mr. Deem,
Fire Department
A motion was made by Mr. Musler to raise $8,250,00 for the
support of the Fire Department, Recommendation of Budget
Committee: A total appropriation of $7,925.00.
It was voted that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,925,00 for Fire Department, Motion: Mr, Pinzari,
Insurance
Recommendation of Budget Committee: A total appropriation of
$4,300,00. It was voted that the Town raise and appropriate the
Btm of $4,300.00.
It was further recommended by the budget committee that all
insurance be consolidated aind put out for bid for the entire
insvirance package, to at least three reputable insvirance companies.
Planning and Zoning
Recommendation of Budget Committee: That they concur with the
$4,700.00 figure.
It was voted that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$4,700,00 for Planning and Zoning, Motion: Mr, Burrows,
Bsunages and Legal Expense
A motion was made that the Town raise and appropriate the stun of
$1,500.00 for Damages and Legal Expense. Motion: Mr. Musler.
An amendment to the motion was made that the Town raise and
appropriate the sura of $1,475.00. Motion: Mr, Dean,
It was voted that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,475,00 for Damages and Legal Expense,
Strafford Cotinty Dispatch -» Article 23
It was voted that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,022,00 for Strafford County Dispatch, Motion: Mr, Musler,
Health Depaxtment - including Hospital euid Ambulance
It was voted that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,500,00 for Health Department, Motion: Mr, Burrows,
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Vital Statistics
It was voted that the Town raise and appropriate the svun of
$200.00 for Vital Statistics. Motion: Mr. Burrows,
Town Dump and Garbage Removal
It was voted that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$4,700,00 for Town Dump And Garbage Removal, Motion; Mr. Burrows.
Highways and Bridges
Recommendation of Budget Committee: That we raiseSyO, 000,00
for summer and winter maintenance, including the work covered
under Article 10 emd Article 13 and if it is accepted that no
additional money be raised.
This recommendation was amended to include the work covered
under Articles 10, 11, and 15 and if it is accepted that no
additional money be raised. Motion: Mr. Pinzari.
Additional explanation by Budget Committee: If the articles
are accepted, there is a total road appropriations for these
four line items, $^,000.00, 16,000.00, 18,000.00, 10,000.00,
whatever figures to make a total of $70,000.00 and when you
get to an axticle such as Article 13, you vote on them on their
own merit and vote no specific money to do the work. The money
that was appropriated additionally — the $30,000,00 we are
asking for is under Summer and Winter Maintenance and could
be Eillocated where it should be by the Selectmen in the specific
areas. To give you the additional information there would be
a total of $84,000,00 spent and we are asking for a reduction
of $14,000,00 to bring in a total of $70,000,00. Furthermore,
the committee feels that the amount of work is too much for the
Road Agent to handle. In other words, it wo\J.d be increased
from $8,250,00 to $9,315.00.
A motion was made to further aunend the motion that we raise
and appropriate the sum of $70,000,00 for summer emd winter
maintenance and if accepted that no additional money be raised.
It was voted that the Town raise aind appropriate the sum of
$40,000,00 for Town Maintenance - Summer and Winter,
Town Road Aid-Article 8
It was voted that the Town raise and appropriate the siun of
$1,225,01 for Town Road Aid,
Article 9-RSA 241 :14
It weis voted that the Town raise and appropriate the stun of
$18,843,21 to be used to improve all or portions of various
Town roads, (re: RSA 241, section 14),
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Upgrade Dirt Roads-Article 10
It was voted that the Town raise and appropriate the s\am of
$16,000,00 to Upgrade Dirt Roads.
A motion was made that the meeting be adjoiimed at 111^5 p.m.
and reconvene at 7:30 p.m. Meurch 3» 1976.
TOWN MEETING RECONVMED 7:30 p.m. March 3, 1976
Upgrade Tar Roads - Article 11
A motion was made to raise and appropriate the sum of $18,000.00
to Upgrade Tar Roads, Motion: Mr, Burrows.
A motion was made to amend the motion to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1^,000,00 to Upgrade Tar Roads, Motion: Mr, Magidson.
It was voted by the Town to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1A-, 000,00 to Upgrade Tar Roads,
Libraries
It was voted by the Town to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,600.00 for Libraries, Motion; Mr, Pinzaxi,
Public Welfare - Town Poor
It was voted by the Town to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000,00 for Town Poor, Motion: Mr, Musler,
Public Welfare - Old Age Assistance
It was voted by the Town to raise and appropriate the evm of
$5,000.00 for Old Age Assistance. Motion: Mr. Musler.
Public Welfare - Aid to Permanently and Totally Disabled
It was voted that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$50.00 for Aid to Permanently and Totally Disabled. Motion:
Mr. Musler,
Patriotic Purposes - Memorial Day
It was voted that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$750,00 for Patriotic Purposes - Memorial Day, Motion:
Mr, Musler,
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Recreation - Swain's Dam - Article 21
On a closed ballot vote it was voted by the Town not to
appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 for the purchase of the
dam and Swain's Lake, all lemd under the dam, up to thirty
feet down, any land under the water belonging to the present
owner ajid all water or rights pertaining thereto,
(Voter in favor of the p\irchase: 85 - Votes against the purchase:
101).
Conservation Commission
Lakes Region Association - Article 25
It was voted by the Town inexpedient to legislate, (To see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sura of $50,00
to the Lakes Region Association for the purpose of publicizing
ajid promoting the natural advantages, as well as preservation
of the natural resources of the town, in cooperation with other
towns in the Lakes Region,
Strafford Regional Planning Commission - Article 31
It was voted by the town inexpedient to legislate, (To see
if the Town will vote to join the Strafford Regional Planning
Commission and the Strafford-Rockingham Regional Council
as authorized by RSA 36:^6, and raise the sum of S2,4l8,00
to cover the Town's share of the expenses during the next
fiscal period.) Motion: Mr. Musler.
Debt Service-Principal and Long Term Notes aind Bonds
It was voted by the Town to raise and appropriate the sum of
$15,000.00 for Principal and Long Terra Notes and Bonds, Motion:
Mr, Seaver.
Debt Service - Interest - Long Term Notes emd Bonds
It was voted by the Town on amended motion to raise amd appropriate
the sum of $4,500.00 for Interest - Long Term Notes and Bonds,
Motion: Mr, Musler,
Debt Service - Interest on Temporary Loans
On aji amended motion the Town voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $2,400,00 for Interest on Temporary Loans,
Mrs. Irene Galef addressed the meeting: "I'd like to bring
something up here before we get into capital outlay, because it
has to do with the figures in the budget. As far as I know it
has nothing to do with capital outlay. We have on page thirty-
one, under receipts other than current revenue, an amount of
$5,474.92. I don't know what this is for, except that I know
that one of these is for a check for $100.00, for a check that
was replaced. There was also $800.00 that Mr. Peabody paid
to the Town for dajnage to the road. I believe these are listed
in these refunds. Now I don't believe this is correct bookkeeping
to leave in an ajnount for a lost check; or made out ainother
check and put it in. If figures are put in under Town Officers'
salaries. In fact, these figures are inflated ~ every one, in
every insteince in the Town report is inflated. If the Town
Officers' salaries are $5,700.00 or so, it should be $5,600.00
Ak
amd I think these figures should be gone over and corrected
to properly reflect the actually received refunds. I am
msiking a motion that this be done.
Mrs. Calef amended the above motion to move that the Selectmen
be directed to examine the accounts of the Town, both Expenditures
and Receipts, affected by the item categorized as "Refunds", in
the amount of 85,^7'+. 92 under heading "Receipts Other Than Current
Revenue", on Page 31, of the Tovm Report. That these accounts
be analyzed, the totals corrected amd that these corrected totals
be published in the Tovm Report for the year 1976.
It was voted by the Town to accept the motion as amended.
Capital Outlay - New Equipment
Mr, Burrows advised that the S5i 5^.00 is for items such as an
electric typewriter - S250.00, a safe - S80O.OO, a filing cabinet-
^12?, 00, one hundred and fifty chairs - S750.00, six tables -
$?50,00, a buffer to maintain floors - S600,00, money for maintenance
of the grounds outside the To^m Community Building, a lawn mower-
$120.00, cost of ooat racks - 875,00, a police radio - 8500.00,
staging for reaching and replacing lights - 865O.OO, and the
remainder for the gas tank and pump - estimated 82,050,00, which
brings the total to 85,500.00 as stated.
It was voted by the Town to raise and appropriate the sum of
85,500,00 for Capital Outlay - New Equipment. Motion: Mr. Arlin.
Capital Outlay - Fire Truck - Article 20
It was voted by the Town to rasie and appropriate the sum of
85,000,00 for Capital Outlay-Fire Truck, Motion: Mr, Arlin.
Capital Outlay - Police Cruiser - Article 7
It wa.s voted by the Town to raise and appropriate the sum of
82,000.00 for Capital Outlay - Police Cruiser. Motion: Mr. Garnett.
Article 5
It was voted by the Town to authorize the Selectmen to borrow
up to the sum of 8200,000,00 in anticipation of taoces, if
necessary.
Article 12
A motion was made to amend this article to: To see if the Town
will give final acceptance to the roads in Golden Crest Estates
and Meadowbrook Estates, after hearing the reports of the
Selectmen. Motion: Mr. Musler.
An amendment to the motion was made by Mr, Dean to see if the
Town will give final acceptance on the roads in Golden Crest
Estates amd table action on Meadowbrook Estates until next
year.
A"^
It was voted by the Town to give final acceptajice on the roads
in Golden Crest Estates and table action on Meadowbrook Estates
until next year.
Article 1^
It was voted inexpedient to legeslate. (To see if the Town will
raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000,00 for the paving of
the roads in Golden Crest Estates, approved under Aritcle 12.
(1.2 miles) Motion: Mr. Kelly.
A motion was made by Mr. Shepherd that the Town re-consider Article
12.
It was voted by the Town not to reconsider Article 12.
A motion was made by Mrs. Calef that the meeting be adjourned
and that it re-convene at 7:50 p.m. Wednesday, March 10, 1976.
Motion carried.
Meeting adjourned at 11:^5 p.in.
TOWN MEETING RE-CONVENED 7:30 P.M. MARCH 10, 1976
A motion was rnade that the Town ratify the opening and consider-
ation of Articles 12 and 15. Motion: Mr. Jones.
Mr. George Musler advised that he had been on the phone with
Town coimsel for some of the interested parties here.' If you
will understand Robert's Rules, it so reads, ratify one of
the motions, - rather Articles 12 sind 15. And according to
legal counsel, that is in order. I'm not familiar with any
rule books. I don't dare to interpret it. Counsel said he
would stand in the name of the Town behind the proposal. Counsel
did recommend that we re-open. He also advised that an article
could be re-opened for reconsideration, since it was seemingly
of vital importance to an individual.
It was voted by the town not to ratify the opening eind consider-
ation of Articles 12 and 15.
Article 1?
It was voted by the Town to pass Articles 14, 15 and 16 and
act on Article 17, if it was passed. Motion: Mr. Musler.
It was voted that the Town will accept the following roads
in Speedwell Pines (so called ) area. Laiceshore Drive (so called)
starting on the southwest side of Beauty Hill Road and going
in south southwesterly for 750 feet (approx.) then turning south
southeasterly and going 2,217 feet (approx.) to a terminus.
Woodhaven Drive (so called) starting on the southwest side on
Beauty Hill Road and going in south southwesterly 401 feet (approx.)
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turning south southeasterly for 395 feet (approx.) then turning
southwesterly for VfO feet (approx.) and intersecting with
Lsikeshore Drive (so called) as town roads subject to applicable
ordinances on a conditional two-year basis. Motion; Mr. Musler.
Article 1^ paragraph 1
An amendment to the article was made by Mr. Burrows as follows:
To see if the Town will modify the existing Road Ordinance on
acceptance of new streets in the following manner:
1. Remove sections 1(a), 1(b), 2 and 5,
2. Add new sections 1 (a), ajid 2 which read as follows:
Add new sections "5" and "V.
All cross drainage shall have a minimum diameter of twelve
inches and minimum cover of eighteen inches. All driveways should
be graded toward the roadway ditchline. Ditches should be no
less thaui one foot deep sind sloping toward the road surface.
There should be a fifty foot turn-around provided and a minimum
of fifty foot right of way should be deeded to the Town.
1(a)
Harrington, N.H.
Minimum Standards of Town Road Design and Construction
Average Daily Traffic 0-100 100-250 250-400 400-up
Pavement Width (feet) 20 20 22 Zk
Shoulder Width (feet) 2 k k 8-10
Center of Road to Ditch line l6 l8 19-21 varies
Pavement Type S.T.G* S.T.G.
§''Sl^'
'^* ^^^"
Slope of Roadway )^3/8 )i/ft. X^/ft. Y-^/ft,
Base Course Depth 12" 16" l8" 2k"
Surface treated gravel
Tt '."as voted by the Town that New Section 1(a) as amended be
accepted as follows: Tt shall he mandatory for the developer
or owner to have an article placed in the town warrant for
acceptance of new str-eets when at least eighty per cent of the
proposed huildings are completed and occupied on said street,
and the following minimum standards of design and construction
have been complied with. This does not preclude the developer
or owner from submitting an article in the town warrant when
less than 80^/^ occupancy exists; nor does it preclude acceptance
of such road by majority vote of the tovm upon petition.
Mr. Rowell moved and seconded that the following paragraph be
accepted: "All roads in a sub-division be of the same quality
as Tovm roads leading or passing by the sub-division." Motion
was defeated.
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It was voted by the Town that New Section 2 be accepted as follows:
All cross drainage shall have a minimiim disuneter of twelve inches
cind a minimum depth cover of eighteen inches. All driveways
shall be graded to drain to roadway ditch. Ditches shall be no
less than a foot deep. The slope down from the road surface
to the ditch shall be 4:1 where the distance is feet to ten
feet and 2:1 where distsince is over ten feet.
It was voted by the Town that New Section 3 be accepted as
follows: No dead end streets will be accepted unless a turn-
around having a minimum radius of 50 feet is provided. A
minimum of fifty feet for right of way shall be deeded to the
town upon acceptance of road.
It was voted by the Town that New Section k be accepted as follows:
Pavement type shall be constructed according to state specifica-
tions. Motion: Mr. Downar,
Pargraph 2
It was voted by the Town that within thirty days after acceptance
bv any properly convened Town Meeting, the developer or owner
must provide the Selectmen with a warranty deed conveying owner-
ship of the designated right of way or the acceptance is nullified.
Motion: Mr. Arlin.
It was moved and seconded that the following paragraph be accepted
The passage of this article does not affect subdivisions already
approved by planning board. Motion was defeated.
Article 15
A motion was made by Mr. Arlin that the Town create a Trust
Fund for the acquisition and maintenance of recreation equipment.
An amendment to the motion was made that the Town create a Trust
Fund for the acquisirion and maintenance of recreation equipment
^
the Trustees of Trust Funds to be empowered to withdraw money
from the fund with the approval of the Selectmen.
It was so voted by the Town.
It was voted by the Town to discuss sind consider out of order
Article ?0.
Article 30
To see if the Town will vote to place a moratorium on the
issuance of buildint? 'oermits for new construction in the Town
of Harrington, under conditions described below, from the close
of the 1976 Annual Town Meeting until the close of the 1977
Annual Town Meeting, to limit disorderly growth in the Town until
the anticipated presentation to the Town of a comprehensive
master plan by the Planning Board at the Annual Town Meeting in
1977.
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This moratorixan shall apply to building lots not fully approved
by the Planning Board as of the date of passage of this article.
Building lots approved by the Plajining Board or having met the
requirements for building lots prior to the date of passage of
this sirticle are exempted from this moratorium. Motion defeated.
Article 16
It was voted that the Town authorize the Selectmen to tsQce the
necessary steps to apply for National Flood Insurance, including
adopting whatever resolutions are necessary. Motion: Mr, Pinzari,
Article 18
It was voted by the Town to discontinue that section of the
Canaan Road that lies between Rte. 126 (Province Road) and Rte,
9, by the property of one Harold Brown.
Article 19
A motion was made by Mr. Burrows to amend the article as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to drop the gate and bars from that
two-tenths of a mile from Atwood Road to their driveway.
Motion defeated* NO: 75 YES: 49
A motion was made by Mr, Musler to see if the Town will vote to
remove the gate aind bars from that portion of the road that
has been reclassified by petition. Motion was defeated.
Article 22
A motion to ajnend the article was made by Mr. Currein as follows:
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to accept the
Swain's Lake Dam, and Water Rights, if donated as a gift, prior
the Town meeting of 1977.
A motion was made by Mr. Kelly to vote by secret ballot. Motion
was approved. A motion was made by Mr. Musler to vote by secret
ballot on both Article 22 and Article 29 at the conclusion of
action of the warrant. Motion approved.
Article Zk
It was voted by the Town to authorize the Selectmen to sell
the Following Town owned property acquired by tajc sale and no
others in accordajice with RSA 80:42:
Lots 219, 200 at Long Shores on Berry River Road.
Lot 267 ^t Long Shores on Berry River Road.
The former Herbert and Barbara Meyer property situated
on the easterly side of Rte. 125. Motion: Mr, Musler.
A motion was made to allow the Selectmen to take up Article 27,
before Article 26. Motion carried.
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Article 2?
It was voted by the Town to authorize the Selectmen to negotiate
with the appropriate state agency for long term use of state
owned property that may be located within the town. Motion:
Mr, Musler»
Article 26
It was voted by the Town that it will modify action taken at
last years Town Meeting by redefining the Trust Fund for the
purchase of Beach Front Property to a Trust Fund for the
Development of a Recreation Area including but not limited to
Beach Front Property,
Article 28
It was voted by the Town as inexpedient to legislate, (To see
if the Town will vote to require approval, by majority vote
at an ainnual Town Meeting of the adoption or ajnendment of. any
Subdivision Regulation, Master Plan, and/or Building Code
in the Town of Barrington, prior to implementation of such
Regulation, Plan or Code by any Boaxd or Inspector of the Town,
Motion: Mr, Musler,
Article 29
To see if the Town will vote to continue with the services of
an Advisory Budget Committee on a continuing basis, without
financial compensation to the Committee, and to elect members
of such Committee by ballot at the annual Town Meeting sLe follows:
In 1976, nominate and elect the five members from the Town
Meeting floor, as the next-to-last article of business on the
Warrant
:
In 1977, elect by ballot at the annual Town Election the
following:
One member for a three year term,
Two members for a two year term.
Two members for a one year term.
Each year thereafter elect members at the annual Town Election
by ballot to fill seats vacated either through expiration of
term of office or through resignation or removal for cause.
If a position on the Committee is not filled at the annual
Town Election, such position shall be promptly filled by an
appointment made by the Town Moderator,
A vacancy created by a member's resignation dirring term of
office shall be promptly filled through appointment by the
Selectmen, Such appointee shall serve \mtil the next annual
Tovm Election, at which time a member shall be elected to fill
the unexpired term.
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An amendment to the above article was made as follows: That
there be an advisory budget committee to work with the
Selectmen and/or the Town on the budget aind with the school
board — school district, and that this committee consist of
five people, who would be nominated and elected from the
floor under the last article of business, at the Town Meeting.
No individual to be allowed to serve more than two years at
a time.
It was voted by the Town not to accept the ajnendment to the
original article in the town warrant.
An amendment to the motion was made by Mrs. Gardner that the
Town continue with the services of an Advisory Budget Committee
on a continuing basis, without finajicial compensation to the
Committee, and to elect members of such Committee at the annual
1976 Town Meeting and each year thereafter, to nominate and
elect the five members from the Town Meeting Floor, as the next-
to-last article of business on the warrsint.
If a position on the committee is not filled at the annual Town
Meeting election such position shall be promptly filled by an
appointment made by the Town Moderator.
A vancamcy created by a member's resignation during term of office
shall be promptly filled through appointment by the Selectmen.
Such appointee shall serve until the next annual Town Election,
at which time a member shall be elected to fill tinexpired term.
It was voted by the Town to accept the motion as amended.
Article 3^
Various budget committee nominations were made, seconded aind
some people declined. The results are as follows:
Albert Shiely Three years
Sherman Baxter Two years
George Calef Two years
Alice Garnett ^ne year
Gerald Pinzari One year
A motion was made to adjourn at 12:00 p.m.




Selectman Ronald Seaver bidding "Good luck and God-
speed" on May 17th to Jodi Fisher and Tomi Richard-
son, of the N-Bar-H Riding Club, as they left for
Rochester bearing to the N, H, Wagon Train en route
to Valley Forge, the "Scrolls of Rededication"
signed by nearly 800 Harrington citizens.


































SCECCJL DISTRICT MEEa?ING - MARCH 8, 1976
At the legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Sohool
District of the Town of Harrington, the following action was
taken on the School Warrant en Monday, the 8th day of March,
1976.
The meeting at the Town Hall in Harrington was called
to order by the Moderator, E. Richard Rowell, at StCX) PM.
1, To hear the reports of agents, auditors, conmittees,
or officers chosen, and ipaiss any vote relating thereto,
Mr, Gerald Pinzari of the Advisory Budget Committee
informed the meeting that the Committee had met with the
School Board and had a number of other meetings. That
is how they developed their recommended budget.
On motion made by Walter Lovell and seconded by Pat-
ricia Newhall, it was
VOTED: To accept the reports as printed in the
Town report,
2, To see if the district will authoriase the School
Board to make application for and to receive and expend in
the name of the district, such advances, grants-in-aid, or
other funds for educational purposes as may now or hereafter
be forthcoming from the United States Qoverment, state
agencies, private, and/or other sources,
(This must be acted upon each year,)
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia
Newhall, it was
VOTED: To accept Article 2 as read,
A motion was made by Qeerge Calef to move to Article 8
while it was still early in tha evening so the various bud-
get items could be voted on. An subjection was raised by
Walter Lovell with regards to Articles 5 a-nd 6, If Article
5 passed, Article 6 then asked for what sum of money. If
you go to Article 8, you will have passed the budget and
wouldn't be able to raise any money, George Calef with-
drew his motion.
On motion made by Eon Waldron and seconded by Warner
Reinhardt, it was
VOTED: To consider each Article as printed in the
School warrant,
5, To see if the district wishes to permit the tradi-
tional Lord's Prayer and Pledge of Allegiance to the flag in
its elementary schools as authorized by RSA 19^j15a, with the
provision that pupil participation shall be voluntary.
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On motion made by Norman Arlln and seconded by Patricia
Newhall to accept the Articles read, an amendment was made
by Patricia Newhall and seconded by Sarah Bigelow to read
that the District permit a moment of meditation and the Ple-
dge of Allegiance for the opening school exercises in Barrir.gton
schools f it was
VOTED: To accept the amendment*
k. To see if the district will vote to accept the ser-
vices of the Advisory Budget Committee as establised by the
Annual Town Meeting...«»«.«*«»(by petition)*
On motion made by Fred Timm and seconded by Sarah Big-
elow that the Article be adopted subject to the approval of
the Town vote, it was
VOTED t To accept the outcome*
3* To see if the district will authorize the School
Board to establish the position of Physical Education teacher
for grades 1 - 'f (by petition)*
On motion made by Carol Fay and seconded by Madelyn
Moffett, a show of hands wa^ required due to the closeness
of the vote* The count revealed k3 to 28 not in favor of
establishing the position*
VOTED: Not to accept the Article*
6* To see what sum of money the district wishes to
raise and appropriate to fund Article 5t ^^ passed*
The Moderator, E* Richard Rowell, ruled that no action
be taken due to Article 5 not passing*
7* To see if the district will vote to authorize the
School Board to expend the premium realized for the Bond
Issue, for the purpose of applying these monies to the in-
debtedness of the School District for the sewer system of
the new Middle School, all in accordance with RSA 33}3-A*
On motion maxle by Patricia NewhcQl and seconded by
John Nettleton, it was
VOTED: To accept Article 7 as written in the
School Warrant*
8* To see %idiat sum of money the district will raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the saleuries
of school district officers and agents, and for the payment
of the statutory obligations of the district*
On motion made by Walter Lovell and seconded by Patricia
Newhall to accept the total budget figure of »735, 209*59, «n
eusendment was offered by Qeorge Calef and seconded by Alice
Gamett to consider each budget item, it was
nil
VOTED: To accept the amendment.
100 Series - Administration
Line 110-Salaries. District Officers - Total, S1595.00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia
Newhall, it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of 51595.00
Line 135-Contracted Services - Total, 82200.00
On motion made by Walter Lovell and seconded by Patricia
Newhall, it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of $2200.00'
Line 190-Other Expenses of District Officers - Total, S775.00
VOTED: To accept the figure of S775.00
200 Series - Instruction
Line 210-Salaries - Total, $217,571.60
On motion made by Walter Lovell and seconded by Pat Newhall
to accept the figure of 8217,571.60, Mr. Lovell withdrew his
motion so each line item could be considered,
Teachers' Salaries - $170,200.00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia
Newhall, it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of $170,200.00
Principal's Salary - $15,750.00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia
Newhall it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of $15,750.00
Extra Curricula Salaries - $500.00
On motion made by Patricia Newhall and seconded by John
Nettleton, it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of $500.00
Teacher Aides (3@ 816.OO a day x 18O days ) - 886'+0.00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia
Newhall, an amended motion was offered by William Dean and
seconded by Gerald Pinzari to have two teacher aides at
$16.00 for a sum of $5760.00, it was
VOTED: To accept the amended figure of $5760.00
Clerk-Typist, (7 hrs @ $2.75/hr. x 220 days ) - $^235.00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia
Newhall, it was
VOTED: Not to accept the figure of $4235.00
On motion made by George Calef and seconded by William
Dean to amend the figure to $3175.00 (5/2 hrs. @ $2.75/hr. x 220
days) it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of $3175.00
Librarian, (6 hrs. @ $2.60/hr. x l44 days ) - $2246.00
On motion made by Alice Garnett and seconded by William
Dean it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of $2246.00
Contribution to Group Insurance - $2300.00
On motion made by Alice Garnett and seconded by Sally
Bigelow, it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of 82300.00
Staff Development, Courses, etc. - $400.00
On motion made by Patricia Newhall, and seconded by William
Dean, it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of S'+OO.OO
Substitutes -82500 . 00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia
Newhall, an amended motion was made by George Calef and seconded
by Gerald Pinzari to accept the figure of 82250.00 it was
VOTED: To accept the amended figure of 82250.00
Special Education (Speech, Tutors, etc.
)
-8lO,000.00
On motion made by Walter Lovell and seconded by Patricia
Newhall, to accept the figure of 810,000.00, and amended figure
of 88000.00 was offered by William Dean and seconded by Gerald
Pinzari, it was
VOTED: To accept the amended figure of 88OOO.OO
Assistant to the Principal - Elementary-8400.00
Assistant to the Principal - Middle-8400 .00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Norman
Arlin to accept a total figure of 8800.00 for the two assistants,
an amended figure of 86OO.OO was offered by Ron Waldron and
seconded by George Calef for the two assistants, it was
VOTED: To accept the amended figure of $600.00 for
the two assistante.
Line 215-Textbooks - Total, 85700.00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia Newhall
it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of 83700.00
Line 220-Library & Audio-Visual - Total, $3575-00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Sally Bigelow
to accept the figure of 83575-00, an amended motion was made
to accept the figure of 83000.00 by William Dean and seconded
by Gerald Pinzari, it was
VOTED: To accept the amended figure of 83000.00
Line 230-Teaching Supplies- Total, 812,800.00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia Newhall,
an amendment was offered to accept the figure of 87800.00 by
William Dean and seconded by George Calef, it was
VOTED Not to accept the amended figure of 878OO.OO
On motion made by Alice Garnett and seconded by Gerald Pinzari
to accept the amended figure of 811,750.00, it was
VOTED: To accept the amended figure of 811,750.00
Line 235-Contracted Services - Total, 8IO5O.OO
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia
Newhall, it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of 8IO5O.OO
Line 290-Other Expenses of Instruction _ Total, 82060.00
On motion made by Walter Lovell and seconded by Patricia
Newhall, it was
VOTED: not to accept the figure of $2060,00,
On motion made by Alice Gamett ajid seconded by Normsui
Arlin to accept the figtire of $1500,00 it wae
voted; to accept the figurt. of $1500.00.
300 Series - Attendance S'j?rvloea
Line 31Q-Truant Officer's Salary - Total, $50.00
On motion made by Norman Arlin and seconded by John
Nettleton, it was
VOTEDj To accept the figiire of $50.(^0
^00 Seri&B "- Health Services
Line ^10-Nurse"* s Salary, 5 days/veek - Total, $7560,00
On motion made by Walter Lovell and seconded by Pat
Newhall, an aunendment was offered by Alice Garnett and sec-
onded by George Calef to accept the figure of $5000,00, it
was
VOTED: Not to accept the amended figure of $5000,00
On the original motion to accept the figure of $7560,00, it
was
VOTED: To accept the figure of $7560.00,
Line 430-Health Supplies - Total, $500,00
On motion made by Walter Lovell and seconded by Noriaan
Arlin to accept the figure of $300,00, an amended amount of
$200,00 was offered by Irene Calef and seconded by Alice
Gamett, it was
VOTED: To accept the amended figure of $200,00
Line 490-Nurse'8 Travel - Total, $50,00
On motion made by Walter Lovell emd seconded by Fred
Timm, an amendment was offered by Alice Gsimett and seconded
by Norman Arlin to raise the sum of $50,00, it was
VOTED: Not to accept the amendment.
On the original motion to raise the amount of $50,00,
it was
VOTED: To accept the figm-e of $50.00,
500 Series - Pupil Transportation
Line 535-Contracted Services - Total, $85,000,00
On motion made by Walter Lovell eind seconded by Pat-
ricia Newhall to accept the figure of $83,000,00, an amended
amount was offered by Fred Timm and seconded by Ron Waldron
to charge each high school student 25* per trip and any amount
voted on this line be used as a oubsidy payment, Alice Gar-
nett made a motion which was seconded by Fred Timm to raise
the amount of $76,335.00 and to include Mr, Timm's amendment,
it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of $83,000,00,
On motion made by Janet Ramsdell and seconded by Sally
Bigelow, it was
VOTED: To adjoium the meeting until March 15 at
7:3QPM,
Adjourned accordingly at 12:20 AM.
On March 15, 1976, at 7t35PM, the Moderator, E. Rich-
ard Rowell, reopened the School District meeting to consider
the remaining items in the budget and Articles.
600 Series - Operation of Plant
Line 6lCuSsaaries - Total. $1^.300,00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Pat-
ricia Newhall to raise the sum of $1^,300.00, an amended am-
ount was offered by Ron Weildron and seconded by Alice Gar-
nett to raise the siun of $12,790,00, it vrcis
VOTED: Not to accept the amended amount of $12,790,00
On the original motion, it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of $14,300,00.
Line 630-SupplieB - Total, $3275.00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Pat-
ricia Newhall, it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of $3275.00
Line 635°Contracted Services - Total, $1,152.00,
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Pat-
ricia Neip^all to raise the sum of $1,132,00, a motion was
made by George Calef eind seconded by Dana Caswell to bypass
this line item until the fire alarm system has been consid-
ered in line item 735, it was
VOTED: To bypass this line item until the fire
alarm system had been considered in line item 735,
Line 640-Heat - Total, $11,000,00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Pat-
ricia Newhall to accept the figure of $11,000,00, an amen-
was offered by Irene Calef and seconded by Ron Waldron to
reduce the figure to $10,300,00, it was
VOTED: to accept the amended figure of $10,300,00,
Line 645-Utilities - Total, $8900,00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patri-
cia Newhall, it was
VOTED: To accept the figxire of $8900,00
700 Series - Maintenance of Plant
Line 725-Replacement of Equipment - Total, $1426,00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by
Patricia Newhall, it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of $1426,00,
Line 726-Repairs to Equipment - Total, $510,00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Pat-
ricia Newhall, it was
VOTED: To accept the figiire of $510,00
Line 735-Contracted Services - Total, $3955.00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Pat-
ricia Newhall, it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of $3955.00,
After considering this line item, line item 635 was
voted on with the results being to accept the figure of $11-
32,00 as proposed.
Line 766-Repairs to Buildings - Total, $12^+8.00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia
Newhall, it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of $12'+8.00.
800 Series - Fixed Charges
Line 830-Employee Retirement &• FICA - Total, $20,115.92
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia
Nwehall, it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of S20, 115.92.
Line 855-In5urance - Total, S5082.OO
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia
Newhall to raise the sum of $5082.00, an amendment was offered
by Irene Calef and seconded by Dick Gardner to accept the figure
of S4800.00, it was
VOTED: To accept the amended figure of S4800.00.
900 Series - School Lunch & Special Milk - Total, S 10,200.00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia
Newhall, it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of $10,200.00.
1000 Series - Student Body Activities
Line 1030-Supplies - Total, S200,00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia
Newhall, it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of 8200.00
Line 1 075-Transportation - Total, S250.00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia
Newhall, it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of $250.00
1200 Series - Capital Outlay
Line 1 265 -Sites - Total, $9500.00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia
Newhall to raise the sum of $9500.00, an amended amount was offered
by Dana Caswell and seconded by Peter Persson to raise the sum
of 85500.00, it was
VOTED: To accept the amended figure of $5500.00
Li ne 1 267-New Equipment - Total, 85100.00
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia
Newhall to accept the figure of $3100.00, a motion was made by
Peter Royce and seconded by Stan Curran to raise the sum of 82100.00
which is not to include purchasing gym equipment it was
VOTED: To accept the amended figure of 82100.00
1300 Series - Debt Service
Line 1370 - Principal of Debt - Total, $35,000.00
On motion made by Patricia Newhall and seconded by John
Nettleton, it was
VOTED: To raise the sum of 835,000.00
Line 1371 -Inte res t on the Debt - Total, 8^5, '+97.50
On motion made by Patricia Newhall and seconded by John
Nettleton, it was
VOTED: To accept the amount of $'+3,'+97.50
1400 Series - Transfer Accounts
Line l477»1-Tuition to otheTPublic Schools - Total, $21^,585.00
On motion made by Patricia Newhall and seconded by John
Nettleton, it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of $21^,585,00
Line l477.3-Supervisory Union Expenses - Total, S8751.57
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia
Newhall, it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of $875^.57.
Line l479-.E3cpenditures to Non-Public Schools - Total, $2650,00
On motion made by Patricia Newhall and seconded by John
Nettleton, it was
VOTED: to accept the figure of $2650.00,
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia
Newhall to raise the sura of $720,287.59 as the totaa budget
figure, an amendment was offered by Ron Waldron and seconded by
Stan Curran to accept the figure of $700,000,00, it was
VOTED; Not to accept the amended figure.
On the original motion, it was
VOTED: To accept the figure of $720,287.59 for the total
budget.
9. To see what the district wishes to do relative to
the two bank accounts now held by the school district.
On motion made by John Nettleton and seconded by Patricia
Newhall that these monies be deposited in the trust fimd account
created by article 15 at the Town meeting, the motion was
withdrawn. On motion made by Walter Lovell and seconded by
Patricia Newhall that the School Board be authorized to spend
those monies in the two bank accounts to purchase athletic
equipment including mats for the Town Hall gym, if necessary,
it was
VOTED: To accept the motion.
10. To determine smd appoint the salaries of the school
board and truant officer, and fix the compensation of any
other officers or agents of the district.
No action was necessary on this Article as it had been
considered in the budget,
11, To choose agents emd committees in relation to any
subject embraced in this warrant.
«0
On motion made by Patricia Newhall and seconded by Sally
Bigelow that a long range planning committee be appointed
by the Moderator to assess the growth of the Town in regard
to increase and location of population, taking partictilar
note of children, and this committee be independent of the
School Board aind should report back to the Town at the next
regular School District meeting whatever information it has
gathered, it was
VOTED: To accept the motion.
The following people were nominated to this committee;
Hsurlan Calef , Gail Kinney, Dick Gardner, Barbara Hayes, and
Peter Persson*
12. To transact any other business which may legally
come before this meeting*
On motion made by Irene CaJLef and seconded by Gerard
Pinzairi that the accounts of the School District, both
expendittires and receipts, affected by the item categorized
as "REFUNDS" in amovint of $2,591.35 for year 197'+-75 as
published in the Town Report December 31, 1975 tinder heading
RECEIPTS - OTHER SOURCES on page 66, be analyzed, the totals
corrected, and that these corrected totals be published in
the Town Report for the year I976 and that the School Board
be so instructed, it was
VOTED: To accept the motion.
Due to the Moderator's resignation at the close of this
meeting, George Calef nominated George T, Musler as Moderator
for the ensuring year which was seconded by Ron Waldron.
There being no further business to come before the meeting
on motion made by Dana Caswell and seconded by Sally Bigelow.,
it was
VOTED: To adjo\im.
Adjourned accordingly at 10:20 PM,
Respectfully Submitted,
Chris Kirk, School Clerk
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HARRINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT ELECTIONS - MARCH 2, 1976
At the legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Town of Harrington
qualified to vote in district affairs, the following action was
taken on the school elections on Tuesday, the 2nd day of March, 1976.
The meeting at the Town Hall in Harrington was called to order
by the Moderator, E. Richard Rowell, at 10:00 am. The polls for
voting were opened at 10:00 am and closed at 6:00 pm.
Number of eligible voters on checklist: 1,'+'+3
Number of votes cast from 10:00 am - 6:00 pm. 311
The following were chosen as officers of the school district:
E. Richard Rowell, Moderator, 59 votes
Charline Kirk, Clerk, 35 votes
Leonard Clough, School Hoard
Member, 131 votes
Katherine C. Swain, Treasurer, 285 votes
Peter Persson, Auditor, 10 votes





THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School district in the town of
Harrington qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
district on the 8th day of March 1977, at 10:00 o'clock in the
fore noon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing
three years.
k. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To choose one Auditor for two years.
6. To choose all other necessary officers and agents for
the ensuing year.









THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of tne School district in the towi. of
Harrington qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Middle School in
said district on the I'+th day of March 1977, at 8:00 O'clock
in the after noon, to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To determine and ap]^int the salaries of the School
Board and Truant Officer, and fix the compensation of any other
officers or agents of the district.
2. To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees,
of officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
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3. To choose agents and committees in relation to any sub-
ject embraced in this warrant.
k. To see what sum of money the district will raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of school
district officals and agents, and for the payment of statutory
obligations of the district.
5. To see if the district will authorize the school board
to make application for and to receive and expend, in the name
of the district, such advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds
for educational purposes as may now or hereafter be forthcoming
from the United States Government and/or state agencies, private
agencies and or other sources.
6. To see if the district wishes to exclude from its Social
Security plan services performed by election officials or election
workers for each calendar quarter in which the remuneration paid
for such services is less than $50.00.
7. To see if the Harrington School District will authorize
the formation of a building committee composed of five registered
voters elected from the floor of the School District meeting and
one ex officio member from the School Board, which will report
back to the School District, October 3, 1977 at a special School
District meeting.
8. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate
in addition to the original appropriation for 1976-77, a sum of
8^8,000.00 to be made available to the School District prior to
July 1, 1977 in order to meet unanticipated obligations caused by:
(l) Increased enrollment (?) Special Education expenditures re-
quired under R.S.A. l86:a (3) increased Transportation costs,
9. To transact any other business which may legally come
before this meeting.























GRAND TOTAL - BUDGET 1 976-77





REVENUE FROM STATE SOITRCES
Sweepstakes
School Building Aid
REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES
School Lxmch & Special Milk
Program
PL 847 (Impacted Area-Cur. Oper,












Salaries of District Officers








Contracted Seirvices for Administration
Lawyer & Legal Fees ^+,431 •53
Madelyn Moffett 55.10
Shirley Roberts-Bookkeeper 750,00
































































































































Contracted Services for Instruction
Rinehart Corporation 8O.OO
Rehabilitation Center 210.00





















































District Share of Supervisory Union
Total Net Expenditures
Balance on Hand July 1, 1976



















BA^^INGTON SCHOCfL. LUNCH PROGRAM JTiI.Y 1, 1975 TO JTINE 50, 1976
RpB;inn3np; Balance July 1, 197? ^804.1?
FECKEPTS
Lunch Sales Children * 17,168,24
Lunch Sales Adult 1,119.25











Equipment 1 , 258,90




Miscellaneous » Other 561,85
Snack Bar 5,60?, 74
Total Expenditures











Labor (F.I.C.A, R- income tax) 1,092,85
Loan (School Board) 2,000,00








REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
for the
Fiscal Year July 1, 1975 to June 50, 1976
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SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, 1975 (Treasurer's bank balance)
Received from Selectmen
Current Appropriation
Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from Tuitions
Received from all other sources
TOTAL RECEIPTS
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAIIABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID











July 9, 1976 Katherine C. Swain
District Treasurer
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers,
bank statements and other financial records of the treasurer of
the school district of Barrington, NH of which the above is
a true summary for the fiscal year ending June 50, 1976, and
find them correct in all respects.




REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
for the
Fiscal Year July 1, 1975 to June 30, 1976
Building
Summary-
Cash on Hand July 1, 1975 (Treasurer's bank balance) S
Received from Selectmen $
Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources 36,403.90
Received from Sale of Notes and Bonds 595,000.00
Received from all Other Sources 1^,738.86
TOTAL RECEIPTS
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAIUBLE FOR FISCAL YEAR
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID





July 9, 1976 Katherine C. Swain
District Treasurer
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers,
bank statements and other financial records of the treasurer of
the school district of Barrington, NH of which the above is a
true summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, and
find them correct in all respects.




PEPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT AND
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the School Board and Citizens of the Harrington School District:
As of September 20, 1976 the enrollment in the Harrington
Schools was distributed as follows:
Elementary School Middle School Graind
Grade 1 ?, ^ ^ , Total 3 6 7 8 Total Total
Pupils 91 ^ d5 % 29^ 51 '^ St 5^ 2^*7 5^+5
In addition the Harrington School District transported the
following numbers of pupils to Spaulding High School imder the
provisions of a ten-year tuition contract:
Grade 9 10 11 12 Total
Pupils 55 5S ^ 27 176
This does not include the 29 pupils tuitioned to AREA vocational
and other schools.
It is interesting to note that when the number of high school
pupils cited above are combined with 100 from Nottingham and 90
from Strafford, the idea of a Cooperative High School District
becomes interesting. Especially when one considers that the
total number of high school age pupils from the three tovms
totals 566 and represents approximately IA-26,376,50 in tuition
costs for fiscal 76-77. What I am suggesting is that when the
population growth patterns for the next decade in these towns
are considered, it becomes evident that we might be able to
provide our high school age yoimgsters with a more meemingful
education and accomplish it with less expense by constructing
our ovm small regional high school.
Since I have beg^jn this report on a note of growth and
long-range planning, T should perhaps finish the topic, however
brief the treatment. There is an article in the warrant calling
for the formation of a building committee, a little over one
year after the opening of our new Middle School, The reason
for this article is simply an exceleration of growth in the
school population. As mentioned earlier in this report v/e
commenced the 1976-77 school year with 5^3 pupils in grades
1-8; we now have 563 pupils, a growth of 3»7% in less than five
months, I recently read in a report from the Economic Development
division of the New Hampshire Department of Resources and Economic
Development (DPED) that Harrington has experienced an 809^ change
factor in population growth from I96O to 1970, the fastest
change factor in the entire seacoast area. If my estimates eind
hence, procedures by which we project growth in school population,
are correct, Harrington is on the threshold of a growth period
v/hich far exceeds the growth experienced by the Saiem-Derry
area during the late fifties and early to middle sixties.
q6
These conclusions, hov/e'/er tentative, lead me to become
convinced of the necessity for more sophisticated town planning.
Unless the tovm addresses itself to the need for an extensive
reviev; ajid strengthening of its zoning ordinance, Barrington
may soon become a suburban sprav/l area, and it is my humble
prediction that time is rapidly rtmning out ••••••«• Indecision
on this issue by Harrington citizens v/ill in effect, be a
decision... A decision for unbridled growth and spiraling tax
rate caused by the demand for the multitude of increased municipal
services ranging from schools to police and fire protection to
roads, sev/age systems, rubbish collection, etc., etc. We need
to address this issue of gro^rth and do it quickly
V/hen school opened in September, 1976 the Elementary and




























Librarian Mrs, Ann Brooks
Custodians Mr, Calvin Swain, Willis Freeman*,
Barbara Nasuti*
Lunch Manager Mrs, Lorraine Cossette
Lunch Workers Mrs, 0, Mountain, Mrs, R, Wormell,
Mrs, S, Brown, Mrs, W, Ricker
Mrs, M Brewer
Secretary Mrs, Grace Haley-
Tutor Miss Beverly Beane
Clerical Aides Shirley Drouin*, Jennifer Coyne*
Also working in the Harrington Schools are members of a joint
Title I and Special Education Project: Mrs, Jojayne Soule,*
and Miss Greta Reed,*
Personnel listed above with an (*) are funded Federal Programs
at no cost to the school district.
One of the most far-reaching laws to be passed in recent
years in terms of the impact it will have on local school district
budgets is P.L, 9^-1^2, This Federal law requires that each
school district will file an individual plan denoting how handi-
capped children will be educated either within or on a tuition
basis outside of the district. In addition, the district will
be responsible for the submission of an individual pupil plan
which will specify the educational program for each child, P.L,
9^1^-2, in conjunction with RSA 186 has important implications
for school districts across the state. The Special Education
program implemented on site in the Barrington Schools is an
example of alert policy-formulation by the local School Board,
As a general rule and when size and other conditions are right
it is less expensive to educate pupils on the local level and
the community is usually more satisfied with the result,
I could report further on the S3200,00 federally funded
ESEA (Elementary and Secondary Education Act) grant the district
received for Project STAY and the continued progress being made
with the Academically Gifted Child program, but all reports
must have an end.
In addition to thanking the reader for finishing this
report, I wish to express my sincere appreciation to the School
Board, pupils, faculty and citizens for the cooperation extended
to this office during the past year. We hope to be of greater







SALARY OF SUPERINTENDENT AND
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
1975-76
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PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
" A role of schools is to broaden the knowledge and experience
of children....... The basic building blocks of learning and
communication are reading, writing, and arithmetic".
Jonathan Kozol
To the Citizens of Harrington:
Throughout New England and for that matter many other
sections of our country, the major theme in education is "Back
to Basics". Citizens are requiring a greater accountability
from their schools, specifically, a better product; students
who can read, write, and do arithmetic. But there is no magical
one way to teach these basics. What succeeds with one child will
fail with another child especially when our students come to
school from such diverse backgrounds and living styles. There
must be some flexibility in any program to meet these varying
needs of our students. We cannot lock a program into any one
specific teaching style or approach.
Your schools are teaching the basics through a variety of
programs that range from the traditional classroom approach/
program. Last year on a competitive basis, Mr. Clough won for
the Barrington School District a Title IV ESEA (National Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965) grant in the amount of $3,200
to implement Project STAY, This year we have inplemented/ in-
stalled STAY with specific objectives of identifying and pro-
viding individualized instruction in reading and mathematics to
"high-risk" students, those boys and girls who would not succeed
with conventional instruction. In an effort to make the indivi-
dual subject areas, math and economics, more meaningful and
relevant^ four of our teachers, Mrs. Frances Cram, Ms. Carrie
Marpes, Mrs. Sarah Huckins, and Ms, Lawrice Johnson have deve-
loped a DEEP program, (Developmental Economic Education Program)
whereby the teaching of math and economics are interrelated and
taught from an everyday usage standpoint stressing practicality.
The teachers and I are continuing the process of curriculum
development and refinement particularly in the area of basic
skills and expected competencies. Our major efforts are and will
be aimed at developing competency based instruction. The emphasis
is on instruction by levels of competency, i.e., the student will
be able to demonstrate satisfactorily that he has mastered writ-
ing a sentence and knowing how to add/subtract before he proceeds
to writing paragraphs and multiplication/division. Another major
emphasis is and will continue to be on the refinement of our read-
ing curriculum and programs stressing with every student the dev-
elopment of basic reading competencies, not just the act of read-
ing, but also developing the ability and skill to "read" unknown
words and understand what has been read. For if a child can-
not read, he will not be able to do the rest of his work. Read-
ing is all form.s of communication: writing, spelling, grammar,
and mathematics. As John Holt, author of Why Children Fail , so
succinctly put it, "Without the basic tools of communication and
arithmetic, children are unarmed and doomed to failure".
In closing, I wish to thank you, the citizens of Barrington,
those who have volunteered many invaluable hours as volunteer
aides, the teachers, and the School Board who have given many
100
extra hours of their personal time to make the Harrington School
District the excellent system that it is. I also thank you for
the warm reception, understanding, cooperation, and help that




Principal, Harrington School District
PROPOSED SCHOOL CALENDAR
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SCHOOL NURSES REPORT - 1976
After the excitement of opening a new Middle School
with a Nurses Office for all to be proud of, the next most
pressing item was to present the Health Education Curriculm
for 6, 7, & 8th grades.
Notices were sent to newspapers and parents of a "Par-
ents Night" set up with films, cassette tapes & books, with
teachers and community people present to explain the outlines
to be taught. The School Board, also in session that night
expressed disappointment for apathy, as only one parent was
interested enough to show up. Needless to say, we went a-
head with the proposed outline.
I conducted a Sex Education Workshop in Harrington this
fall for interested faculty members of all schools in Union
#4^+, Reports were favorable.
Changes are being made for the coming year. A Teachers
Manual to encompass all grades from 1 through 8 is being pre-
pared in Social Health Education. Be aware and informed about
your childrens education.
Screening of all students for vision and hearing is
conducted on an annual basis and defects reported to parents.
Head checks for Pediculosis (head lice) is still under con-
trol. Height and weight records are also kept. Because qf
several dental education programs and clinics conducted, the
overall picture for dental health is improving but still has
a long way to go.
Most students in grades 1-3 brush their teeth after
lunch. The third grade uses the Crest program with new tooth
brushes, teachers guide and charts. The 4th grade program was
conducted by the State dental hygenist, Nancy Gardner for 10
weeks last spring and again this fall with Mrs. Como. This
fall Mrs.Florrie Bergeron, dental hygenist conducted a clinic
for cleaning and application of topical floride. One hundred
(100) elementary school students and k7 Middle School students
took advantage of this clinic. The BEA sponsored l8 students
who were unable to pay for the service.
The Matching Funds dental clinic is conducted by Dr.
Waldron Haley in Dover and sponsored by the Centennial Grange
#185 and organizations and businesses in town who generously
contribute money for a limited number of students who need
fillings and extractions. The State matches monies collected.
Volunteer drivers transport students (4 at a time) to ap-
pointments.
Pre-Bchool registration was held in April. Screenings
were done for vision and hearing, height and weight. Teeth
were checked and new tooth brushes were given to each child.
I talked with parents concerning medical histories and the
need for a physical examination and immunizations before
school entry. Sandra Lewis, L.P.N, assisted me in regis-
tering the largest class to date.
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Considerable time was spent in the classrooms talking
about general hygene & nutrition & tooth care in the primary
and elementary grades. I taught two classes in Child Care
which included handling, feeding, baby sitting responsibil-
ities and safety etc., as a supplement to Home Economics,
to both boys and girls in 7th grade.
An eight week course in First-Aid taught at the 5th
grade level was felt to be succesful enough to be repeated
again this coming year.
An eight hour Multi-Media First Aid Courise was completed
for faculty members with 8 certificates earned.
The Scoliosis Screening (curvature of the spine) was
held last spring, James Parks, recreational director as-
sisted me in examination of students in the Middle School.
Each student was checked individually and in private.
Two possible defects were noted and referred to parents and
family physicians for follow-up. This will be an annual
screening and considered worth while, even if only one child
can be helped to prevent a crippling handicap.
One of the most difficult areas of school nursing is
for parents to understand that nurses are not qualified to
diagnose illness, injury or prescribe medication.
This fall the State Flu Program directed the N.H. Schools
to set up a clinic to immunize Kindergarden and 1st graders.
About 50 children received the vaccine before the program
was terminated.
Under staff development, I spent 12 hours attending
lectures, siminars, work shops and taking a course in Psy-
chology toward certification. All this was possible work-
ing on a part time basis.
I have registered for a workshop in "Child Advocacy"
in January at St. Anslems College, and for a 3 credit course
in Sex Education, home, school, and community, to be given
in Concord this winter after school hours as I am now work-
ing full time between two schools.
I wish to thank all those Volunteers who have given
their time helping me with paper work, clinics and trans-
portation. I also wish to thank the parents, faculty of
both schools and school board members for their helpful co-
operation during the school year.
June V. Colby, R.N.
School Nurse
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REPORT OF THE BARRINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE
This Committee was established at the 1976 School District
Meeting "To assess the growth of Town in regard to increase and
location of population; taking particular not of children."
1. GROWTH ; Harrington's population grew 80% in the 1960's
from 1036 to 1865. In the 1970's we have been growing at a rate
of more than 13051^, having increased 80^ in six years, the total
school age population (6-1?) has grown 605^ (^75-760), while the
grades 1-8 enrollment has grown k7% (383-562) through January 3»
1977. In the six months July, 1976 to January, 1977, Grades 1-8
enrollment has grown 1751^ (480 to 562)
2. FUTURE GROWTH: Since no one can predict the many factors
that produce growth, such as birth rates, the future of New Hampshire
and Seacoast area economies, and in-migration to Barrington, the
Committee can only offer estimates of what the Town's population
will be in the near future. The most important question, of course
is when the capacity of the existing two schools (6^+0) will be
exceeded. The table below gives projections of the Grades 1-8
enrollments: (A) estimated by the Supervisory Union Last December,
(B) figured on the average 10^ growth each year of the 6-17 age
group indicated by the 1970 and 1976 Census. (C) figured on the
average 7.8^ growth each year of the actual enrollment.
SUPERVISORY GROWTH
SCHOOL A. UNION B. 10^ GROWTH C. 7.851^
1977-8
ink
k. CENSUS: The Committee strongly recoiTjnends that the comb-
ining of the school and town census be continued each July by a
door-to-door, volunteer effort. The complete, accurate data from
last July, especially on pre-school age children, is invaluable.
It should be quite simple at the same time to ask for other importan'
imformation that may benefit the Town (such as the "Survey" questioni
and get responses from a high percent of the people. We also re-
commend that the Planning Board and othe Town offices be consulted
to arrive at a breakdown of the Town into census areas which will
best serve the long range planning needs of the Town, school and
otherwise. In addition, the development of a simple system using
already existing data to keep the population figures up-to-date
between censuses may well be worthwhile.
5. MONITORING GROWTH ; While this report has emphasized the
growth in school enrollment, it should be remembered that the Town's
total population is growing even faster, about 13% a year. The
Committee hopes that information on subdivision approvals, building
permits (including, if possible, the number of bedrooms), variances
and other data from the several Town Offices involved, will be
periodically combined to show the exact potential for immediate
growth in the town.
Respectfully Submitted,






The Barrington School Board would like to publicly recognize
those people involved in the School Volunteer Program. Marcie
Sprague, Faith Wallace, Donna Anderson have been coordinating it
this year.
There were many people who gave many hours in the 75-76 school
year without much fanfare, and we apologize for neglecting them.
The following names are volunteers who are working in our schools
this year helping teachers and children however and wherever they
can: Joan Gagnon, Carol Fay, Ginny Adams, Jane Bryson, Faith
Wallace, Patricia Julien, Elizabeth Shortle, Katherine Bruner,
Doris Landry, Carol Curtis, Merri Jennison, Brenda Childs, Linda
Condon, Judy Hayden, Theresa Mangar, Thelma Swallow, Gladys Neal,
Francine McCrillis, Julia Millette, Linda Moriarity, Beverly
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Andrea Ann Nienhouse, center, with her nother Linda, and Bill
Haley, are pictured at the July ^ bell ringing at the Congre-
gational Church, Andrea was the youngest citizen and Bill was
the oldest citizen at the bell -ringing.







an alphabetical listing of all burying grounds
known to exist within the present boundaries
of the town, plus a few peripheral ones, with
transcriptions of all legible records and epitaphs,
a complete name index, a detailed map of the
town showing the location of each graveyard in
a numbered grid, an alphabetical listing of Pine
Grove Cemetery inscriptions complete with plot
and lot numbers and an accompanying map plus
selected illustrations and plat plans.
Compiled by members of
THE BARRINGTON, N.H.,HlSTORICAL SOCIETY
Published on the occasion of
Our Country's Bicentennial Celebration
Supported in part by a grant from the
NEW HAMPSHIRE AMERICAN REVOLUTION BICENTENNIAL COMMISSION
and Dedicated to
The Men of Barrinyton who served in the Revolutionary War
This is the title page of the "Heritage Project"
of the BARBC ready on Town Meeting Day, 1976.
ASSESSED
Name VALUATION
Adams, Dorothy L/B 23,100
Adams, Geoiige & Virginia L/B 16,200
Adario, Joseph 4 Garmela L li'+SO
Adrian, Reginald & Thelma L/B 10,500
Aggelis, Demetrlos L 1,700
Alchler, Alonzo B 3i300
AinsHorth, William L/B 5,600
L 1,350
Alcamise, Nicolas * Esther L li950
Alenshis, Walter & Carolyn L/B 12,300
Alex, William & Delna L/B 18,600
Alexander, James & Alice L 1|250
L 4,550
Allain, David & Cecilia L/B 15.600
L 800
Ackerson, Robert & Rose L 20,250
Allaire, Kenneth & Rose L/B 11 1^50
Allan, Jonathan 4 Barbara L/B 16,700
Allen, Bert, John Jr. & Marilyn L 6,200
Allen, Mildred L 23,550
Allen, William & Norma L 200
Almon, Robert, Kenneth, & Elizabeth L/B 10,950
Amundsen, Alf L/B 3.750
Amundsen, Trygve & Sylvia L 3»500
Anastos, George & Christine L 1,900
Anderson, Albert & Betty L/B 8,550
Anderson, Algot & Mildred B 1,050
Anderson, Carl L 3»600
Anderson, Carl 4 Louise L/B 26,850
Anderson, Phillip 4 La Becla L/B 15,700
Anderson, Clayton 4 EHith L/B 7,350
Anderson, Doris L/b 19,100
Anderson, Howard 4 Nancy L/B 8,950
Anderson, Mary L/B 8,900
Andrade, Joseph & Phyllis L/B 1^,300
AndriopuloE, Esther L 2,200
Angell, Clinton & Qina L 1,350
L 1,350
L 1,250
Ankiewicz, Micheal 4 William L/B 7,250
Anton, Michael L 2,100
Archibald, Ekrle, Gordon 4 Laura L/B 7,300
L 500






Arlin, Emma L 6,450
L 2,750
l 3,300
Arlin, Emma 4 MoDermaid, Doris L/B 13,100
l/b 24,700
Arlin, Neil L/B 8,950
Arlin, Norman L/B 13,850
Arthur, Charles 4 Rena L/B 7,150
B 2,500
Ashley, Arnold 4 Barbara L/B 10,900
Ashton, Gordon L/b 16,950
Atamania, Leon L 4,500
Atwood, Robert 4 Mary L 2,150
L/B 11,150
L/B 650
fcucella, Paul 4 Nancy- Baker, Peter B 7,550
L 6,050




Austin, Donald L 900
Austin, Donald * CamiUe L 5.100
L/B 18,100
Austin, Richard 4 Mary L/B 7,200
Averett, Mack L/B 7,'4-00
Averett, Mack L/B 1i350
Aylward, Ernest L/B 8,800
Babel, Dunn B 5.750
Babine, Edward L/B 700
Badger, David 4 Mary L/B 39f050
Baker, David L 700
L 500
Baker, Leonard 4 Bertha L/B 5i800
Balasa, Julius 4 Alex L 5.^50
Ealerviez, John ^ 3.000
Ball, Robert 4 Katherine L 4,600
Banderab, John & Meredith L/B 10,300
Banks, Ralph L/B 7,050
Bansfield, Thomas L/B 8,800
Barr, Howard 4 Ruth L/B 15.050




Barber, William L 2,050
Barbour, Paul 4 Jennette L/B 8,500
Barker, Fred 4 Eleanor L/B 950
Barnes, Paul 4 Agatha L 3.500
Barone, Ernest 4 Lillian L 85O
Barr, Lt. Col, John 4 Ruth L/B 25,900
Barriault, Richard 4 Shirley L 1,600
Barrington East Corp, L/B 95.550
L/B 23,550
Bartaky, f-Yank L/B 8,600
Barrett , Warren & Francesca L/B 21,050
Bartels, Merle L 2,350
Barton, Bille L 1,000
Barton, Paul 4 Priscilla L 1,850
Pas i Here, Ernest L 1,000
Baxter, Alden 4 Geraldine B 1.300
L/B 25,900
Baxter, Geraldine L 17.700
Baxter, Milton 4 Eleanor L/B 12,150
Baxter, Sherman & Luveme L/B 12,400
L 400
L 300
Beal, mward 4 Margaret L/B 2,850
L/B 13,150
Beal, Ellen L/B 14,4-50
Beasley, Wayne 4 Evelyn L/B 16,600
Beauchesne, Emile 4 Evelyn L/B 85O
L 1,050
Beaudette, Roland 4 Norma L/B 3,550
Beaulieu, Loretta B 2,900
Becker, Karl L/B 21,800
Bedford, Caroline L 10,800
l 750
Belanger, Louis 4 Christine L/B 12,300
Belden, Dana Inc. L 750
L 600
L 350
Belisle, Richard B M.^nk
Bell Norman 4 Madeline VB 14-,ouu
Bell, Thelraa L/B ^5'ZI2






Bennett, Jossph & Sally
Beniot, David Sc Elizabeth
Beniot, David
Benson, Janet
Benson, Ronald 4 Janet
Bently, Woody 4 Campbell, Mary
Benz, Arnold 4 Marcelle
Benzino, Ralph 4 Anita
Berg, George
Bergeron, Adrien
Bergstrom, Phil 4 Katherlne
Bergstrom, Victor 4 Dorothea
Bemler, Harold














































































































































Boyle, Sean* Susan, Cook, John, Axice
Boyle, Warren
Brackett, Major John & Patricia
Bradbury, Doris
Bradbury, Blias
Bradie, Ross 4 Karen
Bradley, Thomas 4 Lilla
Brady, Donald 4 Dorothy
Braman, Grenville
Breden, Wilfred
Brennan, William 4 Claire
Breton, Donald 4 Cheryl
Brewster, Ronald 4 Ida
Brideau, Eflward 4 Patricia
if
Bridges, Philip 4 Jane





Brooks, Wilfred 4 Dorothy
Brookwood Park Shores
Brower, Howard
Brown, Charles 4 Sarah
Brown, Chester


























Bulley, Gilbert 4 Mary





Burgess, Girard & Janet
Barke, Charles & Jacqueline
Eurke, Dorothy
Burke, Marguerite & Charles
Burrows, W. Richard & Julia




Bushman, Anthony & Jessie
Busta, William & Caroline
Butcher, Robert



































































































































































Call, Douglas & Patricia
Gall, Howard Jr. & Pamela
Call, Howard Sr,
Callaghan, Daniel tc Elizabeth
Callahan, James Jc Nary-Ann
Camnett, Lawrence
Carapbell, Richard 4 Carolyn
Campbell, Michael
Canazey, John
Cann, Victor J, A Ruth
Canney, Alfred 4 Patricia
Canney, John 4 Sheila
Canney, Weymouth 4 Helen
Cannon, James 4 Fiances
Cantwell, Edward 4 Mary
Caplette, Pierre Heirs of
Garchidl, Paul
Card in, Roger Jr. 4 Deanna













































































































































Carlson, Carl * Iris
Carney, John & Heather
Garon, Lucien 4 Lillian
Carpenter, Katherlne
Carr, Maxlne 4 James
Carroll, WM. J & Heirs of
Carroll, Gladys 4 Mullins Joanne
Carson, Clarence 4 Ruth
Carswell, Peter 4 Dawn
Case, WM, D. 4 Elizabeth
Casey, Thomas 4 Sdith
Cassell, Michael 4 Yvonne
Castle, Eflwlt 4 Audry
Caswell, Earle ^ Effle
Caswell, Dana
Caswell, E. Glen 4 Margaret4 Dana
Gate, Herbert 4 Etta
Catlin, John 4 Arlene
Chamberlain, EHwin 4 Marion
Chamberlain, Louise
Ghaille, Russell & '^ohn
Chandler, Charles 4 Hazel
Chandler, Warren
Chantre, John 4 Yvonne
Chapdelaine, Charles 4 Alice
Chapman, Carl
Chapman, Paul
Chaput, Edward 4 Frances
Charet, Peter
Charette, liarle 4 Ruth
Charlestrean, Norman 4 Dorothy
Chase, David
Chase, Gail
Chase, Harry Jr, 4 Mary




Chlkalla, Gerald 4 Jessie
The Child rens Workshop
Child s, Gerald 4 Brenda
Chitro, John
Chodor, John
Choulnard, Richard 4 Linda
Chretian, Dr, James
Chretian, Leroy 4 Bonnie
Christiansen, David 4 Sandra
Chubb, Donnell 4 Lynda
Chulyk, Arthur 4 Ann












































































































































Cook, Joseph C. 4 Beverly
Coppola, Elrla
Corbett, Doris
(jorrell, Basil Jr. 4 Wongduan
Corella, Gominic 4 Pearl
Corella, Richard 4 Pearl
Corliss , Janet
Cormier, R, Ex. Co, Inc.
Cormier, Raymond 4 Myrna
Corsan, Douglas 4 Susan
Corthell, Arthur 4 Gertrude
Cossette, Gerand 4 Lorraine
Costas, Steve, Theodore, Sarafinc
Constance4 Favalona
Costas, Violetta4 Sprangi, Theodora
Cote, Albert 4 Nancy
Cote, Leo 4 Idalette
Cote, Lionel 4 Irene
Cotter, Arundel 4 Diane
Cotter, John J, 4 Bonnie
Coughlin, Arthur C, 4 Donna
Coughlin, David Jr.
Coughlin, David III 4 Heide
Coughlin, David Sr, 4 Florence
Coughlin, Frederick 4 Carol
Coulson, Charles 4 Rosemary




Cox, Larry G, 4 Jane
Cox, Lawrence 4 Julia
Crafts, MM 4 Judith
Cragen, Ruth 4 Bigelow, Florence
Cragin, Patrick & Peters, Louis
CrajTi, Arthur T,
Cram, Robert 4 Phyliss
Crandlemire, Marjery




Croft, Ernest J. 4 Barbara
Crockett, Sally
Gronin, John 4 Mary




Crowell, H. Ashley 4 Doris
Crowell, John
Cullen, Eleanor
Cullen, WM. E 4 Carol


















































































































































Curran, Bernand & Cecelia
Gurjran, Geo & Norma
Curtis, Ralph ^ Carol -Ann
Cushman, Ruth M,
Cutter, Jackson 4 Nancy
Cyr, BiwaiTi & Barbara
Dagenis, Marc & Linda
Dahlgren, Vincent & Avis
Daigle, Joseph & theresa
Daigle, Richard 4 Gail
Daigle, Ronald 4 Wynne
Daigle, Roland 4 Germaine
D'Alessandro, Nicholas 4 Philomena
Dame, Eleanor 4 Dunne lis M,
Dahowski, John 4 Dolores
Damphouse, Ward 4 Donna




D'Angelo, Mary 4 Nunzio
Darl ing , Arlene
Darling, David 4 Arlene
Davison, Grace L,
Davis, Donald <^ Evelyn
Davis, SiKin 4 Mary
Davis, Elsie A,
Davis, Frederick 4 Barbara
Davis, Geo, Jr. 4 June
Davis, Grant 4 Ruth







Dean, William 4 Patricia
H
DeAngelis, Mark
Dearborn, Donald 4 Eleanon
Dearborn, Stanley
Dearborn, Warren 4 Florence
Debutts, John 4 Virginia
DeCelle, Delos 4 Pauline
DellaPelle, Mario 4 Josephine
DelPrete, Gennario 4 Rita
Deluca, TYiomas 4 Gladys
Demeritt, Geo 4 Kathleen
Derrico, John
Demers, Geo 4 Alice




Desmaris, Alfred 4 Sueann
Deshong, Geo 4 Grmaine
Desmaris, Ilze 4 Anna













































































































































Dever, Lawrence Sr, * Gladys
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Name
Dubois, Lawrence & Claire
Dunphy, Warren J 4 Helen
Durgin, Mary J
Dusek, R Valentine & Barbara
Dutton, Bernice
Dyer, Ronald & Patricia
Dyson, Lawrence
Eastman, Gary E, 4 Rachel





Ellard, Howard & Barbara
filling , Peter & Susan
Ellinwood, Olive Ic Olga
Elliott, Clarence 4 Beatrice
Elliott, Harry 4 Emily
Elliott, Herbert 4 Lora
Elliott, Peter J
Elliott, Clayton A Priscilla
Elliott, Herbert Jr.
Elliott, John 4 Jane
Elliott, Paul 4 Cora Ann
Elliott, Kenneth 4 Sarah
Ellis, A. Claude 4 Mae







Emery, Harvard 4 Gertrude
Emhandt, Mary C,
Emmonds, Ernest A,
Brao-Annie 4 Gendnor Lillian
Enderson, George 4 Arlene
Englehard 4 Geo tf, 4 Prances
Erckson, Norman 4 Barbara 4 Mildred
Erickson, Bmrick 4 Hilda
Eschman, Leon 4 Louise
Evans, Brian 4 Rebecca
Everett, Danny G. 4 Venera
Ezikian, James 4 Jane
Fain, uth E.
J^ist, Walter 4 Frances
Faist, w. Herbert 4 Madelynn
F^lke, Donald E,
Fallon, Wm 4 Norma




















































































































































Faust, Robert L/TR 5i650
Fay, Norman S, & Carol K, L/B 18,200
Fecteau, Leon J. L/B 10,?00
Feeley, Biward W. Jr. L/B 24,950
Felker, Elliott * Shirley L/B 4,100
L/B 18,150
Felong, Robert J. 4 Diane P. L/B 15.250
Fenerty, Peter R. & Jean L 2,000
Fenerty, Ronald & Linda L 4,100
Fenerty, Stanley L/B 20,350
Fenton, Marjorie A. R, L/B 7,950
Ferninand, Joseph A. L/B 8,800
Ferholt, Julian E, & Deborah L. L 1,800
Fenald, Alvin T & Francine L 550
Fernald, Paul F L/B 8,050
L 50
Fernald, Peter S L/B 23,150
L 2,500
Fernald, Frank 4 Mildred A L/B 16,700
L 250
Ferrera, Salvatore & Lucille R L/B 20,700
Ferron, William 4 Gelena L L 6OO
Ferullo, Louis 4 Mary L/B 8,250
Fickett, Owen W L/B 10,?50
Fiegel, Helen L 1,200
L 1,700
Field, Robert H. 4 Linda A, L/B 12,900
First National Bank of Boston L 4,950
Firth, Robert Sr, 4 Marion L/B 3,850
Fisher, JoAnn B 10,000
Fisher, John A 4 Virginia L/B 10,900
Fisher, Joseph W 4 Helen W L 6,050
L/B 3,900
Fisher, William R 4 Joan J L/B 10,200
Fisk, Lyla E. L 1,600
Fitzgerald, Frank S 4 Marie C L/B 9,050
Fitzgerald, Herbert P 4 Elaine L/B 9,250
Fitzgerald, William 4 Dorothy L/B 24,400
Fitzpatric, David ^ Virginia L/B 5,300
Fitzpatrick, Hugh J L/B 8,000
Florence, Roger 4 Mary L/B 26,900
Flower, Harold E 4 Addie M L/B 13,550
L 1 , 800
L 700
Flynn, Biwani J Jr, 4 Patricia M L/B 27,550
Flynn, Marilyn E L/B 15,850
Fogg, E. Kenneth L 6,250
Fogg, Russell L 4 Rose L L/H 31,350




Fogman, Jeffery R L/B 25,600
Fontaine, John P 4 Judith R L 2,300
Fontaine, Roland J 4 Alice B L/B 14,150
Forcier, Biward C 4 Faye A L/B 17,950
Forest, Clarence J Jr, 4 Anna L/B 1,900
Fomwalt, Thomas Spofford L/B 25,750
Fortenbacher, James 4 Joanne L/B 14,350
Fortier, Antonio 4 Bertha L/B 10,500
Fort in, Kenneth M 4 ^haron L/B 17,350
Fosjcey, George L 85O
Foss, Everett L/B 13,950
Foster, Roy W L 400
Foumier, Charles 4 Wanda L L/B 15,250
Foumier, Wallace L 950
Foye, Morris C L/B 12,600
Franceschlni, Gullio 4 Norma L 2,250
Francis, Clayton S L/B 18»500
Francis, Joseph B 700
126
Name
Francois, Murphy 4 Eleanor
Frechette, William
Freeman , Arthur
Freeman, Arthur W 4 Jacqueline
Freeman, Kverett 4 Dorothy
Freeman, Herbert W. 4 Rosanna
Fried, Robert J
Friedrich, Richard A 4 Gollimore,
Thomas J 3r,
Fritz, Wayne H 4 Mary J
Frost, Eldon D. 4 Rita M,
Frost, Ray & Marion
Frotten, Dorothy E 4 Murphy, Regina E
Fulton, John G 4 Jeanette
Gagne, Donald 4 Mary
Gagne, John H Est.




Gallant, Regina D 4 Lorraine
Gal luce i, Edmund J 4 Doris J
Garafano, Mrs, Bdward M
Gardner, Gary E
Gardner, Gerard 4 Virginia




Gaulin, Rev. Leon, Hazel 4 Herman
Gaucher, Roger A 4 Josephine
Garvey, William F * M Elizabeth
Gaudreault, Frances 4 Theodore
Gauthier, Robert 4 Carol
Gauthier, Raymond 4 Arline
Gauvin, Emile A
Geary, John F 4 Marie J
Geer, Terry L 4 Gharlyann H
Gels, Helen J
Gendron, Irene 4 Fontaine, Mary
Genest, Paul & Marie
Gentry, Guy
Geoffrion, Albert
George, Alan * Barbara L
George, Michael 4 Rose Marie
m
George, Robert
Ger Mar Const, Corp.
Ger-Mar Const, Co,
Gerrior, Harry J 4 Barbara
Gerrish, Ethyl M




Giannini, Mario 4 Vera
Giariino, Blward
Giarrusso, Gary A













































































































































Gibb, Richard A 4 Laurette
Gibb, Charles & Dorothy
Giffoni, Robert L * Donna L
Gilbert, Lawrence R & Elizabeth
Gilbert Lawrence R
Gilbert, Lawrence R & Elizabeth
Glllay, Mary L & Bryant, Marilyn
Gillen, Ronald T & Valarie L
Gilliland, Robert 4 Brenda
Gilligan, Mary
Gilligan, Thomas
Gindlesperge, Donald C & Gloria
Girard, Joseph R 4 Virginia
Girling, Robert 4 Meryl
Glidden, Arthur 4 Marcla
Glidden, Robert 4 Ruth
Gleason, John Jr. 4 Nancy
Globe, Charles J. 4 Laurie R
Glover, James
Glover, James 4 Patricia
Glynn, Philip E
Gogbout, Donald 4 Jane
Goldfa-b, Elliott 4 Selma M
Gomes, Frank 4 Kathleen L
Goodard, Donald R 4 Lois L
Goodman, Richard A,
Goodnough, Audrey
Goodrich, Clyde E 4 Betty C
Goodrow, David A Jr. 4 Holly L
Goodstein, Harry
Goodstein, Ruth


















































































































































Goodwill, Lloyd T L 300
• L/B 25,800




Goodwin, Charles * Isabelle L/B 8,550
Goodwin, Evan L 4 Eleanor F L/B 9,700
Goodwin, Melvln E L/B 9,'+50
Gorrlll, Elaine A L/B 6,850
Gordon, James L & Dorothy L 600
Gosclnski, Ludwlg G L 3,000
l/b 12,050
Gosselin, Nortnand & Sandra L 1,350
Gosselin, Paul & Judith L/B 6,700
Gove, Charles 4 Marlon L/B 6,500
Grabofsky, Robert J & Donna R L 2,500
Graffam, Antoinette L/B 2,700
Grant, Charles F & Annie E L/B 6,100
Grant, George & Clara M L/t 5,500
Grauno«, Reynold P & Claire L L/B 14,400
Gravel, Raymond 4 Susan L/B ^,650
Gray, Clarence & Katherine L/B 7,750
Gray, John F 4 Puth T L/B 16,800
Gray, John F "^ Ruth L 2,950
Gray, Kenneth 4 Jean L/B 12,250
Gray, Murray L/B 8,700
Gray, Ronald F 4 Evelyn L/B 7,500
l/b 10,500
Green, Elmer R 4 Joanne L/B 85O
Green, Evelyn L 9,950
Green, George B. L/B 20,150
L 2,400
Green, Gladys 4 James L/B 11,350
Gregoire, Dennis N 4 Leona L 1,550
Grelsemer, Manfred L/B 11,4-50
" B ' 4,600
Grey, Richard L 1,700
Grondin, Lillian E 4 William J Sr. L/B 7,600




Grossman, Kenneth B 8,400
Groth, Herman J 4 Jeanne E L/B 7,250
Gryniewlcz, Walter L 8OO
Guenette, Donald J L 500
Guernsey, Bruce L/B 21,000
Guptlll, PHilllp J 4 Audrey C L/B 18,650
Gurney, Richard A 4 Geroma L/B 5,100
Gustauson, Carl 4 Meta M L/B 5,150
Gust in, Richard H 4 Jessie P L/B 14,500
Gust in, Robert E 4 Barbara L 1,000
Guyer, Michael 4 Delphine L/B 13,750
Guyer, Simeon J 4 Mildred I L/TR 6,500
Guyette, Georae Everett L/B 6,800
Guenette, John P 4 Sandra L 8,450
Hadley, Paul L/B 25,400
Hagen, Edward 4 Elaine L 1,250
Hale, Wallace P 4 Mary D L/B 8,350
Haley, Dwight H L 7,950
B 600
L 3,350
Haley, Grace L . 700
Haley, Hubert C 4 Louise E L/B 25,150



















Haley, William A L 1,600
L 3,650
l/b 20,050
Hall, Douglas E L 1,100
Hall, Fred G & Ruth E & Almon C L/B 8,200
Hall, Gladys R L/B 8,100
Hall, Lloyd L/B 9,250
Hall, Peter S: Anna Mays L 85O
Hall, Roland S L 250
Hall Shan, John & Annie L/B 13,550
Hally, EHward M L/B 10,650
Hallihan, John & Annie I- 100
Hally, Edward W & Anne T L 6,200
Ham, Delphine ^ & Linden M L/B 15,850
Hamel, Roland J & Dorothy L L/B 2,150
Hamel, Roland & Grace L L/B 8,350
Hamilton, Carl & Elaine L/B 3,100
Hammond, Leon A 4 Evelyn H L/B 19,200
Hanley, Wm & Leo L 500
Hannan, Robert & Betty L/B 24,550
Hanson, Patricia L L/B 10,000
Hanson, Paul W L/B 10,850
Hanscom, Harold D & Alice L L/B 13t50O
Harding, Arthur F & Eleanor L L/B 23,100
Harding, Walter L/B 10,250
Hardy, Craig G & Doris B L/B 12,600
Hardy, Dudley D 4 Harriett J L/B 17,000
Hardy, Joseph W 4 Gemma J L/B 18,350
Harmer, Robert D L/B 1,400
" l/b 6,900
Harmon, Raymond & Robert L 800
Harmon, Robert 1 L/B 8,650
Harper, Kennard W L/B 7,250
l 900
Harriman, Mrs, Doris L/B 2,400
Harrington, Frederick H 4 Leona S L 900
Harris, Jessie L/B 2,800
Harris, Melvin F & Marlene L 1,100
Harris, Wayne G L/B 20,500
Hartdom, Lawrence L & Alta B L/B 16,550
Hartford, Albion 4 Dorothy P L/B 9,900
Hartford, Elizabeth M L/B 5,750
Hart rich, Shirly 4 J«rald L/B 23,550
H^rty, Arle»e F L 2,350
Harty, Arlene L/B 6,750
Harty, Martin C 4 Arlene F B 6,100
Hashem, John J L 1,100
Hashera, Michall P L 2,350
Raskins, Harold N 4 Madolyn L L/B 4,550
Haskins, Richard B L/B 10,250
Hatch, Clayton E 4 Marie M L/B 7,450
Hatch, Douglas N 4 Dawn F L/B 17,400
L/B 1 ,400
L 1,550
Hatgis, Joanne L 2 I50
130
Name
Hawkins, James & Kathleen
Hawkins, Lorraine
Hayes, Alvie Winthrop Jr, & Viola F
Hayes, Gerald G, & Viola
Hayes, Haven H & Barbara R
Hayes, Patricia 4 Jones, Harold * Lola
Hayes, Russell & Elizabeth
Hayes, Rodney G
Hayes, Sumner A & Pauline M
Haynes, Robert D
Haynes, Robert D 4 Jacqueline
Hayward, Guy D 4 Anita G
Healey, Frederick 4 Rosemary
Heath, EJiward H III 4 Jennie E
Kebbard, Richard
Hebert , Donald 4 Lucy
Hebert, Rome o, J 4 Carrie M
Heckel, Maynard,4 Audrey
Hedburg, Johan G 4 Lois A
Hefferman, Robert F 4 Beverly H
Helfgott, M. D, 4 Gertrude
Helfgott, MD 4 Gertrude
Hemeon, Howard 4 Ida
Henderson, David R & Glenda J
Henderson, Katherine 4 Melanson, Helen
Henderson, Mrs. Ruth
H 4 H Realty Trust
Hicks, Sddie W 4 Kathryn
Hicks, Irvln D 4 Shirley
Hicks, Lawrence A 4 Catherine M
Higgins, Jeremian 4 Dorothy
Hildreth, Clifton F 4 Pauline M
Hill, Chester W
Hill, Dorothy
Hill, Mac 4 M Louise
Hillsgrove, David R
Hinds, Stanley 4 Theresa
Hobbs, Eliot A
Hotbs, Richard A
Hoene, Rudolph 4 Ursula
Holland, Arnold R 4 Alaine
Hollin 'sworth, Cecil D 4 laura
Holmes, Peter M Jr 4 Doris L
Holt, Charles E Jr, 4 Nancy G
Holt, Siward T R 4 Jill
Homiak, John 4 Sophia
Hooker, Robert 4 Gloria
Hooker, Duane 4 Elizabeth
Hoornbeck, Frank K 4 ailie M
Horning, George
Horton, Philip
Horton, Robert J 4 Eunice R
Hoskins, George 4 Gloria
Houde Richard L
Hovasse, Albert 4 Frances
Hovey, Arthur E 4 Beulah M
Howarth, Richard T 4 Susan J
Howe, George H
Howe, Robert 4 Gloria







































































































































Hubbard, Robert 4 Marilyn
Hubble, Ham Clara
Hucklns, John H & Virginia
Hulen, David R 4 Betty Jane
Hunter, John R




Hutchins, Ida 4 Charles
Hyde, Alvan Jr. 4 Mary
Hynes, Kenneth J 4 Margaret
Hynes, Thomas ^ Jr.
Hyslop, IVieodore E 4 Simone
Ingles on, James F 4 Barbara
Inland Acres Associates
Innis, Robert C
Jackson, A. Stanley 4 Dorotha




Jackson, Phyllis 4 O'Donnell-Mythe M
Jackson, William S 4 Ethel M
Jacobsen, William E
Jacques, Peter
James, Henry L 4 Mary
James, Kevin G
Janelle, Charles F 4 Nilda
Janesky, Robert ^ 4 Denis L
Janowitz, Leonaid 4 Nancy
Jeffrey, Zaferis Rev, 4 Dorothy
Jennison, Beatrice M
Jennison, Douglas 4 Merry R
Jennison, Elizabeth M
Jennison, Martin ^ Karen
Jennison, Steven A 4 Linda J
Jewett, aiward 4 Arlene
Jillette, Arthur G
Jlllette, Arthur G & Esther H
Jodoin, Neil Paul
Johansson, George 4 Carolyn
Johnson, Arthur













































































































































Johnson, Henry R * Hartha M
Johnson, Peter J * Mary B
Johnson, Bstyinond P & Bertha R
Johnson, Alexander J
Johnson, Donald 4 Vanessa
Johnson, Esther S
Johnsteln, Marlon
Jones, Moulton R Jr.
Jones, Adele F
Jones, EJarl P 4 Dorothy
Jones, Gregory 4 Patricia
Jones, Robert A
Jones, Warren D
Jordon, Richard P 4 Margaret
Jorgenson, E^relyn M
Justice, Russell E 4 Kathleen
Kadish, Ronald
Kaiser, Clayton4 Naen House Robert
Kampman, Rosalba A
Kaplan, John L 4 Norma
Karlgianis, Charles




Keefe, Thomas P Heirs of
Keen, Arthur
Keleher, Albert 4 Marie
Kellett, Frank J 4 Patricia
Kelley, Alan A 4 Elinor N
Kelley, John 4 Arlene











Keravich, Peter 4 Mary
Ketchen, lawrence L 4 Jessie
Kidder, Marion 4 Mary Louise
tilgore, Elspie 4 Renfrew
Killam, Warren E 4 Lydia B
Kilpatrick, Jaok B 4 Marianne
Kimball, Grace
Kimball, Marion Clement
King, Benjamin G 4 Grace E
King, Richard 4 Elaine
King, Thomas M 4 Genevieve M
Kirk, L. Dean 4 Charline














































































































































Kliegle, Ralph P L/B 9,600
L/B 10,150




Knowles, Richard J 4 Janet S L/B 7,250
L 1,900
Knowlton, James A & Marie E L 3»500
Kopka, Joseph 4 ^hirley L/B 9,600
Koravos, Christos & Jennie L/B 2,200
Korst, Tom L/B 11,250
Kozulak, Michael 4 Marie L 3,150
Kubitz, Frederick D L/B 1,500
Kurilich, Ivan & Agnis L 5,^00
Kus, Leslie C L 2,250
Kwitkor, Sophie L/B 12,500
Labrecque, Donald 4 Shirley L/B 7,100
Labrecque, Janet L/B 8,800
L/B 650
Labrecue, Roland B 1,650
Labrie, Richard J 4 Eileen H L 3,500
LaChance, AJbert A 4 Patricia F L 1,200
Lacroix, Raymond 4 Gertrude L 500
Laferete, Robert H L/B 19,600
Laflame, Donald M 4 Gail G L 2,350
Lafoe, Richard 4 Anita L/B 28,^50
Lafrance, Raymond L 6,600






Lamontagve, Edmund J 4 Jane V L/B 7,^00
" L 900
Lamothe, William J L 500
L 400
Landers, Maurice W 4 Theresa L/B 19,300
Landry, Elizabeth J L/B 2,500
L/B 13,050
Landry, Eugene R 4 Doris L/B 15.550
Landry, James W Jr. 4 Eugene R L 3,750
Landry, James W Jr. L/B 23,600
Landry, James W Sr. L/B 22,000
L/B 3,650
Landry, LTD Inc. L 12,350
L 11,150
" L 4-, 350
" L 21,600
Landry, Olive M L/B 28,500
Lang, Shirley Jean L/B 2,850
Lapierre, Paul M 4 Roseanne M L 4,250
l/b 18,950
Lapierre, Urban 4 Mary C L 1,200
Larkin, Richard A 4 Lena W L 2,350
LaHocca, Michael 4 Eileen L/B 41,800
Larson, Gerald 4 Truus L 7OO
laScola, Stephen J 4 Adele L/B 2,200
Lautzenheiser, Robert 4 Elizabeth L 7OO
Lavalle, Louis R Sr. 4 Dorothy L/B 16,200
Lavigne, David 4 Jane L 6,150
L/B 18,300
Uvoie, Gerald C 4 Diane L/B 1-1*, 500
Lavoie, P&trick L/B 9,200
Lawler, Rudolph L 65O
Lawry, Donald 4 Marie T L/B 15,900
Lawery, John E P 4 Elizabeth Ann L/B 6,400
Layne, Dexter W L 4,800
ASSESSED
Name VALUATION
Layne, Sumner B L I50
Lazaro, Parry L/B 15.950
Leahy, John J & Grace M L/B 14,050
Leahy, Richard A 4 Jill E L/^ 15,100
Leak, William B & Shirley A L/B 30,700
Leary, Paul F & ^iary T L/B 17,''J-50
Leary, T&vl L 5OO
L 1,750
Leavy, Eiarl L 1,100
LeBlanc, Richard L 2,700
LeBlanc, ^ichard & Priseilia I/B 12,100
LaClaire, Henry & Shirley L 550
Lee, Denneth & Judith L/B 17,350
Lee, Denneth & Judith L 6OO
Lee, Leo & Josephine L/B 27,100
Lee, Howard & Alice M L/B 14,000
Lefrel, Barry & Joan D L 1,550
Leeper, Durwood & tory L L/B l6,150
Lefrel, Alfred W & Patricia L/B 27,050
Legers, Joseph 4 Alice M L/B 5,800
Legere, Geo<;e A L 5,200
Lefrancios, Edward 4 Yvonne L 1,550
Leighton, Edmund & Dorothy L/B 2,300
Leighton, Ernest L 4 Evelyn L/B 24,450
Leighton, Roger * Justrice L 1,800
L 1,950
L 10,900
Leighton, Roger S Sr. 4 Roger ^ Jr. L 1,800
Leighton, Roger Steven Jr. L 2,250
Leighton, Warren A 4 Florence L/B 8,900
Leighton, Warren G 4 ^uth E L 900
L/B 17,750
Lelos, David L 1,650
Lemieux, Raymond E 4 ^ena M L/B 18,500
Lemke, Donald 4 Roberta L/B 16,400
Lennerton, Harold R 4 Eris H L 1 350
Lentino, Joseph L/B 4,000
Lenzl, Prian & Rebeca W L/B 28,150
Lenzi, Prian, Bob, 4 Steve L 7,000
Lenzi, Brian 4 Steven L/B 4,300
Lenzi, Evenor B L/B 19,000
L 6,150
Lenzi, Ruth L 200
L 800
Lenzi, Ruth 4 Ethel Plummer L/B 16,150
Lenzi, Stephen F L/B 20,900
Leocha, Mitchell J 4 Muriel L/B 20,950
Leonard, Chilson H 4 Eflith P L/B 42,000
l 1,600
Leone, Mario P L/B 9,100
Lessard, I^ul E 4 Joan E L/B 21,600
L 2,650
L 1,100
Levasseur, John 4 Betty-Ann L/B 8,750
Lewis, Nancy D L 5,650
L/B 24,250
Lewis, Paul H 4 Sandra L/B 23,700
B 2,900
Lewis, Robert D 4 Sandra L/B 18,250
Libby, Alan E L 65O
Lieber, Elois L/B 2,750
Lieberace, Beatrice L 1,600
Lind, Jeffrey 4 Bohanan, Audrey L/B 9,600
Lindberg, Theodore L/B 15,900
Lingard, Ralph E, L/B 12,850
Linnell, Arthur W 4 Margaret M ^/B 2,750
Linnell, Clifton 4 Mildred L 1,100
Litchfield, Robert G 4 Rebecca M ^/B 14,200
Littlefleld, Karen A L/B 23,800
I
Name
Llttlefield, Leonard it Helen
Littlehale, Frank W 4 Mary E
Llvergood, Henry 4 Dorothea
^ocke, Eva M 4 Smith, Mary
i'ocke, Eva M
Locke, James S





Lontine, Earnest 4 Ruth
Lord, Ethel G 4 Wesley, Linda J
Loring, Winthrop 4 Alice
Loughiin, Harry A Jr. 4 Carol P
Lovell, Walter W 4 Gail 1>
Lovertere, John Jr. 4 Audrey E
Lowe, Charles T
Lowe, Terrence W 4 Dickinson, Sharon
Lowry, Ardella & Leo
Lowry, Ardella
Lowry, Wm G III
Lubanski, Stanley 4 Gail
Lubinski, Kenneth C
Lund, Gladys S
Lydon, Thomas 4 Frances H
Lynch, Emily





MacIVer, Angus-Marjorie M 4 Donald M
Maclver, Burton 4 Josephine
Mackay, Stanley R
Mackie, Deborah
MacNeil, Dennis J 4 Veronica
Mackie, Joseph 4 Jean
MacNeil, Dennis J 4 Veronica
MacNeil, Bigar L 4 Kathleen
Macri, Ronald L
MacWilliams, Charles A 4 G Diane
Madden, Vincent 4 Geraldine
Mad ore, Ruth
Magidson, David J 4 Leslie L
Magnuson, Gary
Magnuson, Virgil E 4 Norma L
Maguire, Willard 4 Joan






Major Waldron Sportman's Club
Malames, Georgia
Malfitano, Vlto G 4 Sally P
Mallett, Richard



















































































































































McKenna, Blanche L/B 8,400
McKenna, John A Margaret L 5,oOO
McKenney, Richard A & ^heresa L/B 10,150
Mc Kenny, Richard A L 2,900
McKenzie Realty Trust L/B 4,700
Mckinnon, John & Beatrice G L 850
McLeod, Daniel L A Dorothy N L/B 16,150
McManus, Henry E L/B 11,600
McManus, Martin B 2,200
McMullen, Patrick A & Judith L/B 16,950
McNauRht, John & Beatrice L/B 17,750
Meattey, Herbert L/B 11i950
Meattey, Jacquelyn A L/B 17i750
Mehrin/jer, William & Emily L/B 16,800
Melanson, Darlene L/B 8,700
Meleschuk, Edward B 1.^50
Mello, John J & Dolores L L/B 16,100
Melnikas, Andrew L 600
MerchandAnte, Mary G 4 Depaulo, Joan L/B 5f§50
Merrill, Brenton L 4 Roxanne M L/B 15t600
Merrill, Lillian F L 1,200
L 6,050
Merta, Kenneth E A Beverly C L 2,200
Metcalf , Bertram H A Gail I L/B 15,800
Meyers, Herbert 4 Barbara L 2,500
Michaud, Joseph L 1,500
Michaud, Michael G 4 Marilyn E L/B 16,250
Mielke, Robert 4 Marjorie L/B 24,400
Mlkal, Joseph L 1,500
Miller, Arthur T 4 Helen E L/B 10,650
Miller, Dale D 4 Marion E L/B 37,700
Miller, George D L/B 19,650
Miller, LeRoy B 6,550
Miller, Malcolm W L/B 14,550
Millerick, Henry P 4 Rosemarie A L/B 11,600
Millette, Adam M 4 Julia B L/B 11,600















Millette, Donald P A Rachel L/B 18,950
Mills, Edward F A Marlon G L/B 10,150
Miltner, Terrarrance A Thelraa L 3.250
Miranaugh, Arthur J 4 Biith A L 5.150
Minor, David M L 3,000
Miner, Forest C 4 Miriam B L/B 11,500
Minor, Larry 4 Patricia L/B 19,100
Mirantz, Geoffery C A Joan L/B 17,750
Mitchell, Dora L 1,000
L 800
L 800
Moffett, Joseph H A Madeline L/B 14^350
Moffett, Nelson J L/B 13,700
Moholland, Raymond A Patricia L/B 5,450
Monaghan, F Wayne A Biithly L/B 19,250
Moniz, George A Irene L/B 10,150
Monti. Louis A A Diane L/B 24,300
L/B 4,750













































































Moodie, Donald M & Carolyn B L 6,050
Morals, Virginia F 4 Manuel L 2,050
Morakls, David C 4 Kathryn L/B 2,250
Moreau, Raymond R & Gertrude P L/B 17.550
Morin, Francis P & Woodrow F L/B 2,550
Morrell, Lawrence tf & M Katherine L/B 16,150
Morrison, Richard & Elizabeth L/^ 5.550
Morrison , Wra G & J^orothy L/B 17,100
Morriss, Samuel E & Beatrice H L 2,900
Mountain, Joseph F 4 Catherine M L/B ^.750
Mullet, John H L 1.550
Mullin, James E 4 Estelle M L 3.'+00
Mulrooney, John J 4 Gertrude L ll,ti50
Munroe, Ralph S 4 Edthe J L 1.500
Munson, Douglas E 4 Muriel L/B 500
Murphy, James L/B 12,850
Murphy, Robert B 4,700
Murray, Evelyn L 2,000
Murray, Thomas L 4 Alice L/B 6,150
L 550
Musler, George T 4 Helen M L/B 66,400
Nabozny, John 4 Buth B 7,500
Nagy, George 4 Lillian L/B 7,850
Nagy, Andrew B 3,800
Nappa, Carmine P 4 Linda M L/B 18,350
Nasuti, Anthony 4 Barbara L/B 22,250
Navjoks, Gert P 4 Fritz L 4,000
N-Bar N Riding Club, Inc. L/B 8,500
Neal, Alden 4 Constance L/B 14,500
Neal, Arthur G L/B 6,100
Neal, Daniel R 4 Debra L/B 5,300
Neal, Frank L 4 Mertie A L/B 7.200
Neal, Howard L 150
Neal, Laura C L/B 11,400
L/B 12,550
Neal, Richard B 9,100
Neilsen, Charles E L/B
' 9, "750
Nelson, Philip L 950
New England Tel. 4 Tel. Go. Inc. L/B 30.550
L 1,200
L 1,200
Nettleton, John T, 4 Elaine G L/B 19,750
L/B 11,000
Nevers, Prise ilia L 900
Newbury, Edwin J 4 Ethel B L/B 13,600














Newhall, William S 4 Patricia R L/B 25,450
Newman, Richard 4 Peggy L 3.200
Newman, Richard L 1,050
Newsky, Michael 4 Barbara E V^ 32,750
Nicholson, David A 4 Lynette M L/B 10,400
Nislson, Mildred L 1,150
L 1,250





Noble, Myrtle E L/B 3i500
Noonan, Patriclk L 3.500
N orris, F Harty 4 Madelyn L/B 11,700
Norris, Harty W & Linford D L/B ^.500
Norton, Leslie & Janet L/B 12,550
Norwood, Jim L L 1,550
Norton, Gerald M L 800
Noyes, Joseph A 4 Rita E L/B 2,050
Nutton, Raymond & Adele J L/B 12,900
Nye, George E 4 Sharon E L/B 15,250
Cak Hill Associates L 300
L 2,900
O'Brien, Francis J L 3,800
O'Brien, Walter 4 Jaqueline L 900
O'Donnell, John 4 Betty L/B 12,250
Ogren, Ronald 4 Velerie L/B 10,000
Oliver, Julien 4 Jane L/B 14,850
Olson, Milton G 4 Lura L L/B 8,600
Olsen, Bjom 4 Margaret H L/B 19,^00
O'Malley, Desmond F L/B 6,900
Omegrosso, Daniel R 4 Lucille T L/B 11,600
Oppedisano, Anthony 4 -Theresa L 350
Oldway, Ralph 4 Barlara L/B 9,200
Orkin, Eric P 4 Linda A L/B 19.800
Osborne, Wayne 4 Mildred L/B 17,300
Ortolanl, John A 4 Mildred M L 700
Osborne, Mitchell 4 Isabella V L/B 6,800
Osburn, Norbert 4 Linda L 300
Osgood, Gordon R 4 Sandra L L 550
O'Shea, William P 4 Kathleen H L 4,350
Oskirko, Victor Jr. 4 Priscillia J L 2,550
Otis, Josephine L/B 1,400
Osterstruck, Myron 4 Arlene L/B 1,850
Otoole, Helen T 4 Kathleen T L/B 9,450
Ouellette, J. P. L/B 9,500
Ouelette, Joan L/B 25,400
Oxton, Roland L 85O
Oyster River Fish 4 Game Club L/B 9,700
^ace, Robert A 4 Grace D L 1,000
Padduck, Eflward 4 Anne L 700
Pagano, Dominic F 4 Lillian L/B 13,850
Pagluica, Angelo 4 Shirley L/B 10,750
Pagluica, Pasquale 4 Violet S L/B 10,500
L 2,850
Palmeira, Jidward R 4 Garmella L/B 16,700
Palmer, ciunice W L 2,9§0
L/B 3,450
L 350
Palmer, fiaynon W 4 Beatrice L/B 4,700
Palmer, Roscoe B 4 Minnie L/B 16,300
Pantazapoulos, Hercules 4 Claudia L 900
Pantelis, Sjiiro 4 Betty L 65O
L 950
Pappas, John L 750
F^quin, Alphonse A L/B 14,050
Paradise, Charles A^ Estates L/B 17.300
Park Realty Association, Inc. L 16,400
l 2,250
Parker, Albert 4 Thelma D l/B 10,800
Parker, l^harles L/B 9,250
I^rker, Willie E 4 Vivian L/B 5,300
Parry, John L 3,150
Parshley, Joseph '^ 4 Evelyn V L/B 6,900
F^rshley, Laurel 4 Nancy L 2,850
Parshley, -^heldon C L/B 9.650
Barshley, Ibry L/B 18,500
ASSESSED
Name VALUATION
Parsons, Mason H 4 Laura S L/1 8,450
Pascucci, Antionette S L/B 5.850
Pasclccl, Henry & Josephine L/B 8,500
L 1,100
Pasero, George L & Majorle L 2,000
Batten, Lerry & Cheryl L/B 11,400
Peabody, Olive L 48,650
Peabody, Myron 4 Olive L 3,550
Peabody, Olive P L/B 23,550
Peabody, Myron F L/B 1,100
Peabody, I^ron & Olive L 1,500
L 600
L 200
Peabody, Olive L 200
L 150
Peach, John A 4 Lena A L 1,000
Pearson, Herbert A L/B 10,400
Pease, Arthur 4 Grace L/B 10,150
Pease, Dennis 3 4 Margaret E L/B 15,200
Pelcnat, Lawrence 4 Katherine B 2,950
Perillo, Louis 4 Garmela L 950
Perkins, Donald 4 ^oreen L 1,800
Perkins, Fenlon J 4 Linda L L/B 18,500
Perkins, Ina E L 1,000
Perkins, John F B 750
Perkons, Anton 4 Hilda L/B 3,350
Perrault, Marion B 8,200
Perron, Dorothy 4 Gerard L 1,^50
Perry, Ant one L/B 9.^00
Perry, Rhona L 3,250
Perry, Paul E 4 Marjorie E L/B 9,400
L l,b50
Persson, Ruth G L/B 22,850
Peters, Raymond V 4 Alice Y L/B 25,450
Pwterson, Frederick J 4 Elizabeth H L/B 12,900
Pettiglio, Dominic 4 "^elyn L/B
,
10,900
Philips, "-^harles E 4 Dorothy L/B 17,000
Phillips, Harry Jr. 4 Elizabeth L/B 17,650
L 300
Phillips, Melbourn Jr. 4 Carolyn L 4,750
L 1,950
Phinney, Betty W L 1,300
L/B 13,700
Pierce, James Duntan L 1,400
L/B 11,150
Pierce, Joseph M 4 Ruth B L 2,250
L/B 7,200
Pierce, Richard E 4 Jane A L 950
Filler, '"'rs. Julia L/B 19,600
Pinzarl, '-erald J 4 Prise ilia J L/B 25,300
Pitrolffy, Thomas L 1,200
Plantamuro, Geor.^e 4 Alice L/B 15»850
Plante, Richard A 4 Ethel A L/B 33,550
Ploude, Roger E 4 Ernestine J L/B 2,250
Plummer, Donna 4 Richard L/B 21,800
Plummer, Bthe] L 1,650
Poirem Gene R 4 Ann E L 2,350
Poirier, Rene 4 Rachel L/B 10,450
Poluere, James L/B 2,900
Ponde, Myrtle L 500
Porcella, Paul A 4 Phyllis M L/B 8,500




Porter, Roland Alan 4 Sharon A L/B 12,150
City of Portsmouth L 3,600
Possehl, Mary L 900
Names
Post, James E & Shirley M
Post , James
Post, Wlnford & Ellen
Potter, Dr. EUgar M & Martha
Potter, Wayne L
Poulln, Roger 4 Leonne
Powell, Alfred & Patricia





Poynton, Brian & Marylou
Pratt, Harvey W Jr. & Sandra S
Prendergast, Michael J
Prescott, Mark 4 Claire
Prescott, Stanley W
Preston, David L
Preston, David L 4 Elizabeth
Preston, Harold V Jr.
Preston, Harold V Jr. 4 Helen
Preston, John D
Prifti, William M & Olga
Prince, Kenneth A
Pructor, Gordon W 4 Sawyer, Phyllis M
Properties Inc.
Proulx, Robert M 4 Carol L
Pucko, Timothy G 4 Spruce, Earl Jr.
Pulcinello, Felix J 4 Alice L
Pulelnella, Robert C 4 Joanne E
Puringt on , Erland
Purington, Richard B 4 Doris
Purvis, Garlyle S & Dorothy A
Purvis, Frank
Putnam, James E 4 Susan
Pyteraf , Stanley 4 Maureen
Public Utility
Quint, Clyde R 4 Julia
Radloff , James 4 Gaye
Ragust, Albert C 4 Marion G
Ramsbotham, Thomas 4 Carolyn J
Ramondi, Lawrence A 4 Geraldine B




Ramsdell, Ralph 4 Eleanor
Ramsdell, William G
Rancount, Louis R "^ Carolyn
Rayball, Joseph 4 Rita
Real Estate Advisors
Real,Thomas F 4 Sarah
Heard on, Ronald 4 Michelle
Redler, Aurel M 4 Carloya A
Redman, Ernest D 4 Alma A
Reed, Wm 4 Leslie
Reeves, Wm
Register, James L 4 Jean Ann
Reid, Douglas 4 Lois K











































































































































Relnhard, John * Ingeborg
Relnhard, Werner A ic Barbara L
Remick, Ernest C Jr. 4 Lois M
Renaud, Dale P
Reynolds, Charles A Evelyn
Ricci, ".eorge A & Mary M
Richard, Jean P & Barbara
Richard, Ralph A
Richardson, Basil & Louise
Richardson, James & Tomasina
Richardson, John T & Lorraine
Richmond, Herbert 4 Ruth
Richmond, Ruth P
Riecks, David Bdman
Rigger, Tommy W & Melinda
Rivet, James A 4 Elizabeth
Rizza, Elizabeth S
Roberts, David E 4 Schwebel Andrew
Roberts, Shirley R
Roberts, thomas M 4 Dorothy H
Robie, Lawrence G 4 Roberta H
Robinson, Gordon E & Helen C
Robinson, Harris E 4 Joanne
Robinson, Samuel F
City of 'Rochester Water W»rks
City of Rochester
City of Rochester Water Works
Rockwell, Albert L 4 Jaanette D
Rodman, George R
Rogers, Gonrod A 4 Violet
Rogge, Robert G Jr. 4 Dorothy B
Romanowski, Edmund J 4 Joan
Rondeau, Lawrence 4 Rebecca
Roos, Muriel
Rosem, Harold
Ross, Shepley L 4 Virginia
Rossiter, Richard E
Rossino, Americo 4 Barbara
Rossino, Joseph 4 Patricia L
Rossiter, Martin P
Rouleau, Clarence
Rouleau, David E 4 Pamela S
Rouleau, Douglas
Roundy, Edward K 4 Vickie
Rowe, Henry E 4 Zelma M
Rowell, Allan M 4 Shirley
Rowell, Hazel
Rowell, E Richard 4 Tiederman, Charles
Rowell, E Richard
Rowell, Kenneth E
Roy, Jean Laurent 4 Leah May
Royce, Peter 4 Nona
R 4 R Enterprises
Rubinstein, Stephan, Trustee
Ruel, Morris J 4 Joanne C
Ruel, Ruth M
Rule, Walter S Christine G




Russ, Alfred F 4 Jane G
Russell, Philip J 4 Clare L
Russell, Walter
Ryan, William 4 Mary

































































































































































































































Seaborne, David 4 Adel
Seaman, Paul W
Seaver, Ronald
Seavey, Edward S Jr. & Margaret
Sef!;eberg, Raymond
Segee, John P
Senter, Lorimer & Laura J
Sellfert, Frederick & Margaret
Shapiro, Leonard P & Gharlo te S
Sharman, Bradley & Dorothy
Sharman, Bradley A Dorothy
Shaw, John E & Phillis A
Shaw, John Sr, & Silveira Christine
Shaw, Timothy W 4 Mary E
Sheahan, CJerald P & Diana M
Shecta, Philip H & Florence
Sheehan, Joseph T & Rolande C
Shelly, Elizabeth W
Shepherd, Robert S & Margaret L
Shepherd, Martyn F & Susan
Sherburne, Joel
Sherman, David
Sherwood, Bradbury & Beverly
Sherwood, Paul W
Shlely, Major General Albert R
Shiely, Albert R Jr & Edith
Shiere, Lester C
Shipley, Thomas E & Elizabeth F
Shiverly, Robin
Shock, Reinhold J
Shortle, "Salter & Elizabeth
Siddall, David V & Valerie C
Siegel, Saul
Silman, John ^ & Marie
Silva, Jorge 4 Mary Ellen
Silver, Leonard A Sr 4 Martha B
Silver, Leonard '^ Jr 4 Virginia D
Silva, Manuel & Janet C
Silvia, Kenneth F 4 Gael
Simpson, Samuel 4 Dorothy
Singleton, Robert Glenn 4 Irma L
Sink, ^heodore W 4 Karen E
Sinopli, Elizabeth F
Skoglund, Winthrop G 4 Clara D
Skoolicas, Geo G 4 Linda K
Slide, Henry 4 Virginia













































































































































Small. Edmund H & Barbara J
Smalic on, George P 4 Heirs of
Smalley, Jerry L & Judith E
Smart, Kenneth A & Margaret L
Smith, Albert & Ehna
Smith, Barrys & Susan & Smith, Michael
Mahoney, James J
Smith, Cathy Jean
Smith, Daivd & Susan
Smith, Delmont 4 Isla E
Smith, Donald & 'i'lizabeth
Smith, Donald M & Marilyn L
Smith, EHith L
Smith, HaroldK & Marie
Smith, Mollis J & Julia E
Smith John F
Smith, Leroy Jr,
Smith, Leroy E Sr.
Smith, Hev Philip A 4 Barbara T
Smith, Roland H 4 rose A
Smith, Stephen W
Smith, Tony 4 Linewebar, Ronald
Smith, Willis 4 Marion
Smud, Diego 4 ^orothy
Smyth, Charles E 4 Cecelia
Snell, "orman Est 4 Anne Shaw Est
Snell, William 4 Barbara
Snell, Nehemian
Snow, Waldo E 4 Elie
Sobocinski, Robert F 4 Anne R
Solsky, Anthony a & Shirly A
Somerville, Harold V Jr.
Sonneschien, Gary 4 McCarrln, Vickie
Soucy, Robert R 4 Gloria F
Soule, Charles 4 Lillian G
Souter, J Campbell
Sparange, Sirios, Christine 4 Vloletta
Sparks, Richard 4 Claire
Spates, Lewis 4 Josephine
Spieth, Jack L 4 Joan M
Spinale, Cnarles 4 Betty Lou
Spingle, Richard
Spinney, Raymond 4 Helen M
Sprague, Kinball R Jr. 4 Martha




Stabile, Pasguale 4 Maureen
Stadig, Adeline
Stadter, Gunther 4 Elizabeth
Staley, Ronald 4 Violet W
Starratt , Harry
















































































































































Swain, Ralph W 4 Pauline S
Swain, Richard B
Swain, W Sherburne (Heirs of )
Swain, Vernum T
Swap, Margurrlte
Swebilius, Carl W & Irene
Sweeney, Edwin 4 Mary
Swenson, Harold M & Madelyn M
Swenson, Joseph J
Swenson, Joseph G & 'arie
Styles, Jack Jr. Bonita & Ghapin, Thomas
Gerald ine
Szymbor, Sherome
Takesian, MiohaelA Joan S
Talmage, Blanche
Talvio, S William & Ruth I
Tanguay, Leon P & Louise F
Tanguay, Leon R 4 Lois A
Tarbox, Richard & Priscilla
Tardiff, Louis T 4 Ida A
Tarmey, John A 4 Carole L
Taylor, Avis 4 "amette Clarence
Taylor, Blanche Y
Taylor, Harold R
Taylor, Mildred B 4 Haley, Grace H
Taylor, Raymond P 4 Branda J
Teague, Irene L
Tedesco, Leo
Tenaglia, Frederick N 4 Cora
Tessier, Albert Joseph Sr, 4 Katherine
Tessier, Albert 4 Cheryl
Tetreault, Joseph F
Therrien, Martin J 4 Evelyn G
Therrien, "ebert 4 Harriet
Thomas, Melvin R 4 Cecila R
m
Thomas, Norman 4 Dale
Thompson, Don 4 Joan
Thompson, Hebert ^ * Joan S
Thompson , Herbert
Thompson, Richard C 4 Jacqueline
Thoren, Marie
Thome, Frank A 4 Marion P
Tibbetts, Robert 4 Frances A 4 Tibbetts
Geo 4 Mary G
Tibbetts, Itebert A











































































































































Tighe, Edward M & Wendy B
Tiram, Frederick N
Tiriraacco, Anthony F 4 Barbara A
Tostevin, William A & Sharon L
Toth, Albert ^ & Shirley




Tracia, John & Mabel
Trask, Harold P & Denis S
Trask, Richard E
Trask, Lyman, E & Arlene
Traub, Arthur G Jr. 4 Carol A
Treadwell, Leo E
Treery, James G & Eunice C
Triangle Atlantic ^'oast Go,
Trela, Madeline A
Trites, Bern ice
True, John 4 Patricia
Truelra, Estelle J 4 Hall, Sandra J
Tsakiris, Dennis 4 Christina
Tubalkain, Karl & Anda
Tucker, Freeman J Jr.
Tucker, James ^
Tucker, Robert E 4 loria M
Tunberg, Stephen W 4 Cynthia N
Tiircotte, Corinne
Turgeon, Theresa 4 Beaulieu Blwina
»
Turner, Arthur J 4 Virginia R
Turner, Sally
Tuttle, Chester R 4 Alice H
Tuttle, John W 4 Claire
Tuttle, Marjorie 4 Lahey, Roberta A
Tuxbury, James W & Rosemary
Twombly, Charlas E & Marcia S
Uliano, Albert F 4 Emma
m
V 4 A Realty
Van Engen, Jered H 4 Marcia
Vaillancourt, August 4 Evelyn
Vallee, Edwin F 4 Charlotte




Varney, Timothy W 4 Sally W
VamuM, Mward D 4 Elizabeth B
Verty, Albert M
Verity, Albert W 4 Mary J
Vespa, Theodore 4 Marjorie
Victoria, Joseph 4 Eleana














































































































































Waldron, Ronald L/B 20,400
Walker, Douglas G L 1,100
Walker, Frank E & Blanche B L/B 1^,150
L 1,950
L 250
Walker, Robert 4 Janet L 1,^00
Wallace, Terrance N 4 Sylvia A L/B 21,950
Wallace, William H & Fkith M L/B 2^^,800
L 4,950
Wallingfoni, Richard & Helene L/B 13,800
Walsh, Norma S L/B 9,100
L/B 11,700
Walters, Richard M Sr. 4 Elizabeth L/B 8,900
Ward, ;eorge H 4 Rose Mario L/B 9,600
Ward, William H L/B 6,750
Warren, Elmer L L/B 9,450
L 1,500
Warren, Richard 4 Dorothy E L/B 29,750
Warren, Wayne M 4 Virginia L 1,000
Waterhouse, Lester A 4 Barbara A L/B 12,900
Warehouse, Maurice E 4 Iva L B 1,950
Watson, Charles A L 65O
Watson, Raymond S L 3,750
Webster, Charles L/B 2,250
Weed, Charles 4 Yolande L/B 3,350
Weed en, Albert E L/B 14,600
Weed en S 4 Elizabeth L L/B 10,450
Weeden, Daniel F B 4,200
Weeks, Dorothy L 1,300
L/B 9,000
Weeks, Robert L 2,100
L/B 3,350
Weeks, Francis L 6,100
L 500
Weesner, Theodore W 4 Sharon Long L 5,550
Weitzell, Ronald W 4 Crystal A L/B 8,750
Wells, Chester E 4 Eetty L/B 10,350
L 250
Wells, George A 4 Lillian G L/B 9,550
Welner, Gordon K B 5,000
Welsh, William S L/B 7,200
Wenger, Richard 4 Phyllis L/B 11,050
Wentworth, John R 4 Erline M L/B 12,700
Wentworth, Clifton L/B 5,800
Wentworth, Rudolph 4 Dorothy L/B 8,950
Werner, Charles A 4 Pauline L/B 15,700
Wescott, Elmer M " Margaret M L/B 3,000
Wesley, John 4 Linda L l,t>50
West Ayers Dev, Corp, L 27,850
West, Charles R L 2,350
West, David F 4 Anne G L/B 14,250
Westgate, Joseph L/B 1,700
L 450
Westman, George R L/B 38,800
L/B 3,300
Weston, Helen L 6OO
L/B 6,800
Wheeler, Maurice J L/B 9,450
Whisnant, Owen T 4 Eleanor M L/B 12,150
White, Andrew L 6,950
White, Barry Q 4 Jette Aisha L 950
White, Chester 4 Patricia L/B 11,250
White, Clement 4 Eileen L 6OO
White, thomas 4 Catherine L/B 9,800
White, Thomas C L/B 2,850
Whitehouse, Gary 4 Shirley L/B 14,100
Whitforl, E Russell L 2,900
Whitsel, Landis B 4 Marianne N L/B 6,950
Whittemore, Gladys M 4 Frank L/B 25,200
Whitten, John G A Margaret
tfhittier, James W 4 Shirley E
Whitworth, Brian F & Nancy
Wickey, John W
Wiggin, Haven J 4 Greta L
Wilcox, Irene 4 Robert
Wilkins, Robert R 4 Patricia E
Will, Marion G
Willand, Eric J & Elizabeth
Willard, Theodore
Williams, Charles S 4 Harvey, Daniel
Williams, Louise
Wilson, Chester W 4 Helen D
Wilson, 'Mward Beale 4 Barbara
Wilson, Warren C 4 Virginia
Winfrey, Woodrow 4 Alice B
Wlnkley, Alton J




Wood, Doris 4 Stratton, Catherine
Wood, Eleanor J
Wood, William A 4 Alma J
Wood, George H 4 Ssme
Woodman, Byron G
Woodstock, Lyle W 4 Doris F
Woodworth, Donald G 4 Katherine F
Woolson, John G
Wools on, Raymond F 4 Eleanor B
Wormell, John P 4 Ruth B
Wos, John
Wrenn, Mary H
Wright, Paul 4 Claire
York, Gordon T 4 Norma. Jean
York, Irene
York, Earl
Young, Edward 4 Rita
Young, Edward H
Young, James A 4 Isabella M
Young, Joseph V 4 Carol F
Young, Kenneth R
Zakon, David
Zakon, David 4 Doris
Zarrillo, Saluatore 4 Sophie
Zdankowski, Hdw, H 4 Mary T
Zeletsky, Joseph J 4 Ethel T
Zeronsky, Shirley Ann
Zielfelder, Richard D 4 Eleanor M
Zielfelder, Richard 4 Lucille
Zielfelder, Ronald J 4 Suzanne
Zielfelder, Rose 4 Dianne
Zwicker, Raymond
Left Out Thesp r.n^«
Caswell, Dale K. 4 Susan H,
Isinglass River Corp.
Loring, Justin





















































































































































































































Goddard, Timothy A MM
Goode, Malcolm 4 Jane NH
Googins, John MH
^hbellini, John C MH
Hanna, Robert L Sc Sherry J L/MH
















Jennison, Roger D MH
Jancas, Mark L MH
Jones, Albert L MH
Jones, Arnold M MH
Keezer, Franklin 4 Debbie MH
Kimball, Mildred MH
Kimball, Wesley F Jr 4 Karen B MH
Knight, David MH
Kolb, Mark MH
Labrecque, Alfred 4 Shirley MH
Leahy, John 4 Jacqueline MH
Lee, Harold L 4 Shirley L













Morgan, Chester Sr MH
Murphy, Michael T MH






Norman, Mrs, Clara MH
Normand, Robert 4 Carmel MH
Olden, Robert MH




Perrow, Samuel P MH
Pierce, Kenneth 4 j Hamilton, James MH
Pinette, Paul MH
Poore, Donald L MH
Porter, George 4 Vivian MH
Posten, Richard MH
Pumpkin Grove Realty Inc. MH
L
ASSESSED
VALUATION
6,300
5,500
6,600
6,800
21,550
8,450
9,200
4,600
5,700
12,450
9,250
6,150
8,100
9,650
11,500
1 6,300
3,250
7,800
6,450
10,800
b,500
6,900
6,500
8,550
7,200
8,900
5,^50
5,300
7,350
2,050
7,650
11,750
8,450
8,100
12,150
2,400
6,100
11,550
9,250
7,600
5,650
6,100
5,800
6,850
7,700
4,000
8,300
3,350
6,850
4,300
7,350
1,800
2,450
5,100
9,600
4,100
13,600
5,750
7,350
6,750
6,750
8,250
9,700
4,250
9,000
8,000
5,000
3,050
13,050
153
Name
Rayworth, Horace B
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